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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with an optimisation problem of train approach warning time at an automatic level
crossing system. It discusses possibilities for reducing the train approach warning time and benefits resulting from speed discriminators application
KEYWORDS: level crossing, train approach warning time, speed discriminator, safety

1. Introduction
Level crossing of railway and road traffic always was
and also will be a problematic place for both types of traffic. Road transport user’s wrong reaction, as a result of
long waiting time in front of the closed level crossing is
one of factors influencing the traffic safety. The waiting
time mostly depends on two factors:
• Geometric configuration of the level crossing;
• Line speed.
Both of these two factors have cardinal influence on
the train approach warning time and the length of resulting approach section.
The geometric configuration of a level crossing is fixed.
Its change is problematic and in most cases not possible.
The length of the approach section (distance of a control place from a level crossing, where warning at the level crossing system (LCS) is activated), is calculated based
on the maximum speed of a train (line speed) in the crucial section before the level crossing. For this reason, level

© Copyright by PSTT. All rights reserved. 2009

crossings for trains approaching at a speed slower than the
maximal will be closed longer than necessary. The more
trains velocities differ, the longer is the excessive waiting
time for road transport users at level crossings.
The traffic on railway is not homogeneous, trains
move at different speeds. Although speed differences are
not so important now, in the future they could considerably change with the application of technologies provided
to drive at higher speeds.
Most of the traffic accidents are caused by non-respecting of the warning signal and passing a closed level crossing. Long waiting times at level crossings do not only have
negative effect on the road traffic flow, but also influence
car drivers psychology to cross level crossing even when
warning is activated. Therefore the reduction of excessive closing time of level crossings can contribute to general
safety at level crossings.
This is the reason why for warning activation we should not use the approach warning time, which is calculated based on the line speed. We should rather consider reducing the approach warning time, depending on the instantaneous speed of the train. A device, which takes this
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into account, is named a speed discriminator (SD). The
implementation of this device can result in the level crossing closing for a time, which is almost constant for different speeds of the train. SD would contribute to increasing
the flow and road traffic safety.
The principle of speed discriminator operation is not
new. In the past, a suitable technologic solution, which
would provide the realization of speed discriminator on
required safety and reliability level did not exist. Today,
such resources already exist, but it is debatable, if the SD
is still applicable.

2. Principle of speed
discriminator operation
The information about instantaneous speed of the train in a crucial section before the level crossing is the main
information input for correct SD operation. On the basis
of this information (and other information), SD determines the point on the railway line or time moment, where
the warning at the level crossing is activated. Speed discriminators can work on different principles:
• Choice of fixed operating point principle [1];
• Warning delay activation principle [1];
• Warning in advance activation principle;
• Train speed continuous control principle.

2.1. Systems working on the choice
of fixed operating point principle
“SDs with choice of fixed operating point” determine speed of the train before the level crossing generally by measuring the passage time trough the section of well-know length.
Then according to measured speed of the train they choose
one of the predetermined operating points so that its distance from the level crossing is longer or at least equal to the relevant distance corresponding to the directive time for measuring the length of reduced approach section. Speed discriminators of this type do not fulfil the condition of constant approach warning time to the point, but try to maximally approach it. The condition for correct SD operation is that after
the speed determination the train is forbidden to accelerate.
“Systems with choice of fixed operating point” are already obsolete today and not used anymore at modern railways.

2.2. Systems working on the warning
delay activation principle
These are autonomous devices working on “warning
delay principle” for trains going at lower speeds than the
line speed. In contrast to “systems with choice of fixed operating point”, “an SD with warning delay activation” realizes
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the constant approach warning time in an ideal case, where the ideal case is a constant approach speed of the train in
the crucial section before the level crossing. “SD with warning delay activation” formerly worked on: disc cam principle, electromechanical principle, stepping switch principle or Miller integrator principle. The SD developed by Westinghouse Rail Systems Ltd (WRSL), which is applied in
the UK under the name of WESTeX level crossing predictor, is representative of current systems. WRLS developed
this system with aim to reduce the investment costs for LCS
implementation. WESTeX is described in more detail in [2].

2.3. Systems working on the warning
in advance activation principle
As a complement to the previous solution we can consider advancing of warning. SD that works based on this
principle is a device interacting with trains going at higher
speeds. In the case of a slow train, the warning is activated
like usual, by means of the predetermined activation point. In the case of a fast train, the warning will be activated
in advance, i.e. so it will guarantee that the level crossing is
closed before this train arrival.

2.4. Systems working on the train speed
continuous control principle
The specific case of “SD with warning delay activation”
are “systems working on train speed continuous control principle”. The speed of the train is continuously checked in the
whole section before the level crossing. When the train reaches the distance from the level crossing, where train’s current speed still allows a safe passing of the level crossing before the train arrival for the slowest and the longest vehicle,
the warning at the level crossing is activated. After the warning activation moment, the train acceleration is forbidden.

3. Analysis of SD application
relevance
A positive result of SD application should be shown by
a sharp reduction of waiting times for road transport users
in the case of slow trains. For this reason, the analysis has
to be focused on increasing the warning time duration at
LCS depending on the speed of the train. The analysis has
to be done for different types of level crossings. Not only
the area of level crossing arrangement, but also the speed
conditions of the track have to be analyzed.
The total time of level crossing closing depends also
on the length of the train. Because trains have different
lengths, the directive value for analysis is the warning
time duration at level crossing, from the LCS influence
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Table 1. Parameters of the level crossing
n

number of lines

1

Dn [m]

dangerous area boundaries distance

5

α [˚]

crossing angle of road and railway line

60

Sj [m]

width of road traffic lane

5

D2 [m]

1,5

D8 [m]

road warning board axis distance before the
level crossing from the dangerous area
face distance of road warning board lights from
its axis
car distance from face of road warning board
lights

vt [km.h-1]

line speed

80

type of mechanical warning

without
barrier

D7 [m]

–

1

1 20
1 00
80
60

tnd

40

tL = 32s

20
0
20

30

40

50

60

70

80

-1

v [km.h ]

Fig. 1. Warning time duration at LCS for considered level crossing
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Fig. 2. Excessive warning time duration for considered level crossing
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Fig. 3. Length of reduced approach section for considered level
crossing
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3.1. Level crossing of a single track line
with 80 km.h-1 line speed

1

1 40

t T [s]

moment, to the moment when the train enters the level
crossing area (from the moment when the train enters
the approach section to its level crossing boundary arrival). Formulas used for directive lengths and times for
specific different types of level crossings calculation are
published in the standard [4]. Example calculations for
three specific level crossings are presented below.

In this case the considered level crossing is situated at a
single track line with 80 km.h-1 line speed. The level crossing is equipped with LCS without barriers. The crossing angle between the railway line and the road is 60°. The axis of
road warning board is 1.5 m from the dangerous area. LCS
is not equipped with barrier signals. All values describing
the geometric arrangement of level crossing considered that
are necessary for monitored values calculation are defined
in table 1. Level crossing parameters in table 1 are marked
with symbols according to the standard [4].
Warning time duration tT versus the train speed is
shown in fig.1. The grey part of graph corresponds to the
directive time tL for the length of approach section calculation. The red part of graph corresponds to the excessive time of level crossing closing tnd. The dependence of
excessive time of level crossing closing (warning duration)
on the train speed is separately shown in fig. 2.
For the safety purpose it is sufficient, that warning at
LCS is activated when the train enters the reduced approach section, which length is not set on the basis of the line
speed, but is set on the instantaneous speed of the train
basis. The length of the reduced approach section Lpr versus the train speed is shown in fig. 3.

3.2. Level crossing on a double track line
with 120 km.h-1 line speed
In this case the level crossing considered is situated on
a double track line with 120 km.h-1 line speed. The level
crossing is equipped with LCS with half-barriers. The
crossing angle between the railway line and the road is 40°.
The axis of road warning board is 1.5 m from the dangerous area. LCS is equipped with barrier signals, which inform the approaching train’s engine-driver about the operating status of LCS. All values describing the geometric
arrangement of level crossing considered that are necessary for monitored values calculation are defined in table
2. Parameters of the level crossing considered in table 2 are
marked with symbols according to the standard [4].
Warning time duration tT versus the train speed is
shown in fig. 4. The grey part of graph corresponds to directive time tL for the length of approach section calculation.
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Table 2. Parameters of the level crossing
n

number of lines

2

Dk [m]

axis distance of neighbor railway lines

5

α [˚]

crossing angle of road and railway line

40

Db [m]

length of barrier

3,5

β [˚]

crossing angle of barrier and road axis

40

Sj [m]

vt [km.h-1]

width of road traffic lane
road warning board axis distance before the level
crossing from the dangerous area
face distance of road warning board lights from its
axis
car distance from face of road warning board lights
distance
line speed

–

type of mechanical warning

D2 [m]
D7 [m]
D8 [m]

5
1,5
1
1
120
halfbarrier

300
250
200

t T [s] 150
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100

tL = 41s
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Fig. 4. Warning time duration at LCS for considered level crossing
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Fig. 5. Excessive warning time duration for consider level crossing
1600

The red part of graph corresponds to the excessive time of
level crossing closing tnd. The dependence of excessive time
of level crossing closing (warning duration) on the train
speed is separately shown in fig. 5.
For the safety purpose it is sufficient, that warning at
LCS is activated when the train enters the reduced approach section, which length is not set on the basis of the
line speed, but is set on the instantaneous speed of the
train basis. The length of the reduced approach section Lpr
versus the train speed is shown in fig. 6.

3.3. Level crossing of double track line
with 160 km.h-1 line speed
In this case the level crossing considered is situated on
a double track line with 160 km.h-1 line speed. The level crossing is equipped with LCS with full-barriers. The
crossing angle between the railway line and the road is 90°.
The axis of road warning board is 1.5 m from the
dangerous area. LCS is equipped with barrier signals,
which inform the approaching train’s engine-driver
about the operating status of LCS. All values describing
the geometric arrangement of level crossing considered
that are necessary for monitored values calculation are
defined in table 3. Parameters of the level crossing considered in table 3 are marked with symbols according to
the standard [4].
Warning time duration tT versus the train speed is
shown in fig. 7. The grey part of graph corresponds to
directive time tL for the length of approach section calculation. The red part of graph corresponds to the excessive
time of level crossing closing tnd. The dependence of excessive time of level crossing closing (warning duration)
on the train speed is separately shown in fig. 8.
For the safety purpose it is sufficient, that warning at
LCS is activated when the train enters the reduced approach section, which length is not set on the basis of the
line speed, but is set on the instantaneous speed of the
train basis. The length of the reduced approach section
Lpr versus the train speed is shown in fig. 9.

4. Conclusion
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Fig. 6. Length of reduced approach section for considered level
crossing
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In general, we can say that excessive warning time
duration depends on two parameters. In the first place it
is the train speed (difference between line speed and instantaneous speed of the train). In the second place it is
the length of the approach section as a result of configuration of the level crossing (type of barrier, number of lines,
crossing angle …). The dependence of excessive time for
a level crossing of a double track line with 160 km.h-1 line
speed is shown in fig. 10.
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Table 3. Parameters of the level crossing
n

number of lines

2

Dk [m]

axis distance of neighbor railway lines

5

α [˚]

crossing angle of road and railway line

90

Db [m]

length of barrier

3,5

β [˚]

crossing angle of barrier and road axis

90

Šj [m]

width of road traffic lane
road warning board axis distance before the level
crossing from the dangerous area
road warning board axis distance behind the level
crossing from dangerous area
Face distance of road warning board lights from
its axis
car distance from face of road warning board lights
distance
line speed

D2 [m]
D3 [m]
D7 [m]
D8 [m]
vt

[km.h-1]
–

type of mechanical warning

5
1,5
1,5
1
1
160
fullbarrier

400

SD application is important for railway lines, where trains drive at different speeds. SD has to respond to instantaneous speed and direction of the train in the approach section while respecting principles of safety-related technology. Advantages of SD implementation become evident
especially in the increase in road traffic safety and flow.
This work has been supported by the scientific grant agency
VEGA, grant No. VEGA-1/0040/08 “Mathematic-graphical
modelling of safety attributes of safety-critical control systems”.
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Fig. 7. Warning time duration at LCS for considered level crossing
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Results of analysis have shown that:
• for regional traffic lines (low traffic lines) where there is
a low intensity of railway traffic and difference between
speeds of trains is not large, benefits resulting from SD
application is minimal;
• for main lines, for which combined traffic and high intensity of railway traffic is characteristic, SD application
can considerably contribute to the increase in road and
railway traffic safety and hence to the increase in the road
traffic flow.
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Fig. 10. Excessive warning time duration vs. the train speed and the
length of approach section
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ABSTRACT
Paper deals with problems of KMS (Key Management System), which is developed in mobile communications GSM-R (Global System Mobile for Railway) recommended within the European Train Control System (ETCS), through the Euroradio system. The main part is oriented to safety procedures description of off-line KMS system between communication entities of ETCS system. In the experimental part the results of computational safety of modified DES algorithm are summarised using special
brute force attack to key – birthday paradox.
KEYWORDS: mobile communications, open transmission system, key management system, radio block centre, key management centre, on board unit, brute force
attack, birthday paradox

1. Introduction
Social and economic aspect and economical significance of railway transport are large within integrating and
expanding European Union. Special emphasis is put on
requirements of interoperability, safety and increasing the
quality of provided services, what is connected with increasing the speed and capacity of transport network. A
project of ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management System) and its components: ETCS (European Train Control
System) and GSM -R (Global System for Mobile Communication for Railway) responds to these requirements.
Digital cellular radiotelephone system GSM (Global
System for Mobile Communications) is the industry standard used by the greatest European telecommunication operators and vendors of equipments. The GSM-R network
as the technological basis for open communication system
within railway transport was chosen and specified within
projects EIRENE and MORANE of UIC (International Union of Railways). The EIRENE project eventuated in specifications of the system and functional requirements, which
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provide basic framework of interoperability within mobile
communications on the railway. The results are documents
[1], [2], which define a set of requirements of radio communication system for railways. They issued from ETSI
GSM standard, but they expand this standard with special
requirements towards interoperability, safety and performance of systems according to the needs of the railway transport.
ERTMS/ETCS system consists of a stationary part installed in adequate places along a railroad, and of a mobile
part installed on track vehicles. ERTMS system is divided
up into three different equipment and functional levels (application levels L1, L2 a L3). In areas equipped with application levels L2 and L3, the messages for train control
are executed by RBC (Radio Block Centre) based on actual
information from the interlocking equipment. The structure of stationary and mobile parts of ETCS system and
characteristics of application levels of ERTMS/ETCS are
described in detail e. g. in [3]. As it is illustrated in fig. 1, the
communication stream between different Euroradio units
can run through several networks such as mobile networks
(GSM-R) and PLMN (Public Land Management System),

© Copyright by PSTT. All rights reserved. 2009
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Fig.1. General architecture of Euroradio/ETCS system
Source: [6]

fixed networks ISDN (Integrated Service Digital Network)
or PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network). Every network has its own internal structure and communication
protocol. The Euroradio system establishes connection with
network interfaces IGSM on the side of mobile networks and
IFIX on the side of fixed networks.
For communication in GSM-R network GSM-900
standard is used, which includes standard and extended
GSM-900 band. For transmission from a mobile station
to base stations subsystem (uplink) frequencies 876 – 915
MHz and channels 955 – 1023 are recommended, and for
transmission of opposite direction (downlink) frequencies
921-960 MHz and channels 0 – 124 are used. In addition,
GSM-R provides special services for use in railway transport.
GSM-R mobile system, as a communication system of
Euroradio, is ordered according to norms for railway applications between open transmission systems with class
6 to 7, with the assumption of high level of threat within
messages transmission as a result of EMI (Electromagnetic Interference) or influence of other passive or active attacks on a message. The method of telegram construction

in Euroradio protocol corresponds with A1 type message
model, marked in [4] as using a cryptography code with
secret key. I. e. cryptography which has been up to now
a domain of commercial field (banking, e-commerce, ...),
begins to use in safety-related railway communication
systems GSM-R. It is important to underline, considering the dynamic evolution of crypto analysis (attack on
key or algorithm), that it is necessary to revalidate more
frequently the safety of recommended standards and to
modify it flexibly toward using a safety mode of algorithm
or to supply new cryptography standards. In a symmetric
cryptography system which is recommended in Euroradio
communication protocol, the most vulnerable part of the
system is the key management system (from key generation to key distribution and its storage). The question of
key’s length is especially sensitive concerning a brute force
attack and nowadays well know modification of brute
force attack e. g. birthday attack. Methods of KMS are still
developed within ETCS project and direct from off line
KMS system to on-line system [5].

2. Safety-related layers
within Euroradio systems
Communication between stationary and mobile parts is
based generally on principles of safety-related communication. Safety related layers are realised with the use of SFM
(Safety Functional Module). The principle of safety-related
communication between safety-related subjects using an
open transmission GSM-R system is illustrated in fig. 2.
The SFM module is implemented in the ETCS system
by two safety related layers:
• Safety layer of Euroradio [6],
• SAI (Safety Application Interface) [7].

Fig.2. Principle of communication between safety related subsystems
with using GSM-R
Source: [7]
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Layersare implemented over RM OSI transport layer,
between safety-related layers and the transport layer is implemented in the adaptation layer.
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The Euroradio safety layer provides defence against
the following threats: corruption of messages, insertion
and masquerade of messages. Safety procedures of Euroradio SL include authentication and data integrity of message during transmission. Both procedures are carried out
using MAC (Message Authentication Code) [6]. Safetyrelated layer SAI provides defences against the following threats: delay, resequence, deletion and repetition of
messages. The layer uses the following defences: sequence
number and time stamp [7].
The paper focuses on the key management system for
safety-related layer Euroradio SL only.

3. Key management system
For assurance of interoperability within ETCS/ERTMS
system class 1 [5] it is necessary to specify the requirements
of KMS (Key Management System) too. In the first phase offline KMS is recommended, where distribution, revocation or
updating of any key requires staff intervention. KMS in ETCS
system is created on the basis of symmetric cryptography.
General requirements for off-line KMS system can be
summarised as following:
• KMS structure of must be simple.
• KMS must use the standard protocols/algorithms.
• KMS must be able to change keys a safety way.
• unauthorised person cannon read from storage keys.
• An attack on key materials must be detected.
• Unauthorised objects must not be able to modify keys
computationally during transmission.
In ETCS system it is necessary, for KMS needs, to consider the following questions in KM (Key Manager):
• Key generation – generation of keys for ciphering/deciphering or for authorised persons and processes in a well
defined organisation and secure environment. Each generated key shall be uniquely identified. The keys should
be generated randomly.
• Key validation – checking all generated keys to guarantee
that they are not weak or semi-weak keys.
• Store of keys – storage of keys (operation must be authenticated and confidential).

• Key distribution – transmission of keys to train or trackside entities shall be under the responsibility of the KMC
domain. It shall be performed in a secure way and include all related key information.
• Key installation – installation of keys in trains or trackside entities (must be carried out in a secure way).
• Key derivation – derivation of session keys (on the master key – relation keys principle).
• Key deletion – deletion of keys (the procedure must be
performed in a secure way).
• Key archiving - archiving of all keys and key related material by the KMC domain in an authenticated and confidential way.
All operation is necessary to regard during life time of
cryptography system and to eliminate unauthorised access or
modification of key related material.
Subset [6] defines the following hierarchy of keys:
• Level 3 - transport key KTRANS: Protection of KMS
communication between several KMC and ERTMS
entities: RBC (Radio Block Centre) or train side unit
OBU. Keys for connection protection between KMC are
marked as K-KMC.
• Level 2 – authentication keys KMAC: Authentication of
ERTMS entities (OBU and trackside) during Euroradio
safe connection establishment.
• Level 1 – session keys KSMAC: Authentication of data
transfer between ERTMS entities (OBU and trackside)
during a complete safe communication session.
The following table (tab. 1) summarises different types
of keys and their respective usage.
The basic concept of key management between two KM
(Key Manager) domains may be seen in fig. 3. The key manager domain is defined by one KMC and all the on-board
units and trackside entities using that KMC for any key purpose. The OBU KMAC may be installed in trackside entities
in any number of KM domains, in which the onboard entity
is authorised to run.
K-KMC keys are used to assure KMAC keys transaction between domains. K-KMC keys should be distributed
between domains before activation of any transaction. KMC
includes two parts of 192 bits. The first part of key, K-KMC1,

Table 1. The use of cryptography keys within ERTMS
The use of cryptography keys
Involved entities
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Note

Identification &
Authentication

Message
authentication

Ciphering

RBC - OBU

KMAC

KSMAC

-

Relevant for
interoperability

KMC - RBC/OBU

-

-

-

Domain specific

KMC - KMC

-

K-KMC1

K-KMC2

Relevant for interworking
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Table 2. The results of SW realisation of birthday attack to modified cipher DES
Maximal number of experiments in one realisation
Characteristic

212

213

214

215

Number of realisations

1000

1000

1000

1000

Number of successful realisations

68

226

639

984

Number of unsuccessful realisations

932

774

361

16

Effective length of key k [bits]

28

28

28

28

Probability of successes PS*

0,068

0,226

0,639

0,984

Predicted probability of successes PS

0,061

0,221

0,632

0,982

Average number of realisations

3949,888

7228,148

10811,649

11353,897

Average time of realisation of attack [s]

0,077

0,147

0,234

0,282

is used for assurance of integrity and authentication of transaction using CBC-MAC algorithm. The second part of key,
K-KMC2, is used for assurance of data confidentiality during
transaction, consequently for ciphering of KMAC key.
For that purpose K-KMC2 is divided to three sub-keys
K1, K2, K3, each 64 bits (without parity bits) long. In the same
way key KMAC is divided to three 64-bit blocks. Then every
block is ciphered and deciphered using 3-DES algorithm (as
it is illustrated in fig. 4).

4. Birthday attack
Many cryptanalysis works were published on expansibility and popularity of DES algorithm, which describe
theoretical attacks on the algorithm possibly more efficient than brute-force attack. Theoretically, there are three
known attacks that can break the full sixteen rounds of
DES with less complexity than a brute-force search of
the key space (that is, testing all possible keys in order to
recover the plaintext used to produce a particular cipher
text, in this case 256 trials): differential cryptanalysis (DC),

Fig. 3. KM context diagram
Source: [5]
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linear cryptanalysis (LC) and Davies’ attack, from which
the best is LC, which requires 243 known plaintexts and
has a time complexity of 239-42. [9]
Using 3-DES in CBC-MAC algorithm within Euroradio SL it is possible to predict modified brute-force
attack on the authentication code i.e. birthday paradox.
The birthday paradox is often presented in elementary
probability courses to demonstrate that probability results
are sometimes counteractive. The problem can be stated
as follows: what is the minimum value of k such that the
probability is greater than 0.5 that at least two persons in
a group of k people have the same birthday? This problem
can be described mathematically as:

p (365 , k )  0 ,5

(1)

This problem can be applied within the computation
of authentication code duplicities. That is determination
of computational complexity of one of basic requirements
for authentication function C called collision resistant. To
determine the probability, which describes the occurrence
of duplicity within calculation of authentication code for

Fig.4. Ciphering of authentication key KMAC using K-KMC2
(K1, K2, K3) and 3-DES
Source:[7]
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two different messages M1 a M2, i.e. MAC1=Ck(M1)=MAC2=Ck(M2) we can use equation [8]:

P(n, k )  1 

n!

(2)
(n  k )!n k
Where n is the number of all messages, k is the number of messages, which we must generate for one collision
occurrence. Equation (2) may be approximated as:

P(n, k )  1  e (k.(k  1) / 2n)

2 ln(2 ) n  1,18 n 

n

(4)

If the authentication code is m bits long, the number
of all messages is n = 2m. Using the approximation in equation (4) the number of calculated messages, which can be
generated for the occurrence of one collision is:
k  n  2 m  2 m / 2.

(5)

Equation (5) achieved, that theoretical power of message authentication code with length of m bits long is bounded by the square root of code (or key) dimension.
The Possibility of calculation of one from n keys is described by relation (6). While l.n  2k is selected, the probability of finding key PS is high (e. g. l = 2k/2, n = 2k/2),
where l is the number of randomly selected keys. Theoretical power of algorithm DES used in operation CBC-MAC
is O(256/2)=O(228) only.

k
n
1 
P  1  1  l.2  k   1  1 
 1  e  l.n 2
S


k


2 l


(6)

5. Experimental part
Inthe experimental part a simple software application
was developed, which allows verifying some of theoretical
assumptions. A modified cipher DES with effective key’s
length of 56 bits was chosen as the optimal reference candidate. So a birthday attack needs for finding of the first
key with high probability 2 * 228 records (memory cell)
and the same number of ciphering (if we consider within
application the simulation of message obtaining with using of different keys). Software application was realised on
PC laptop HP Compaq nx7300 with two-kernel processor
Intel Centrino Duo with frequency 2 GHz and RAM 2 GB,
frequency 997 MHz. The effective key length was reduced
to 26 bits. Then computational complexity of a successful
attack was on average 214 = 16384 records.
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6. Conclusion

(3)

The answer to question: what value of k is required,
such that P(n, k) ≥ 0.5, may be provided by (4). Then for k:
k

The results of experiment are presented in the tab. 2.
Predicted probability of success was determined according to relation (6), k = 28, l = n = k / 2. Practical probability of success within experiment PS* is calculated with
using empirical relation as ratio of number of experiment
successful realisations to the number of all realisations.

In Euroradio system it is necessary to give remark to
the key management system, which is a very sensitive part
of global cryptography system, especially if symmetric cipher system is used. In this article we have shown that the
use of 3-DES algorithm in authentication procedure of
CBC-MAC and in KMAC encryption procedure is less secure than might be expected. Theoretical power of message authentication code m bits long is bounded by a square
root of code, what is a result of modified brute force attack,
called a birthday attack. In the experimental part a theoretical assumption of birthday paradox on modified DES algorithm was made. In the future a change of 3-DES algorithm to standard AES/Rijndael is recommended as an alternative solution, what corresponds to equivalent recommendations and development in the field of commerce
This paper was supported by the scientific grant agency VEGA,
grant No. VEGA-1/0040/08 “Mathematic-graphical modelling
of safety attributes of safety-critical control systems”.
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ABSTRACT
The automatic line block system may be constructed as a chain of autonomous distributed set of functional blocks located along a railway line section, interlocked by the data transmission subsystem and
controlled from two ends of the section. Thus, a certain possibility of simultaneously issued contradictory commands creating conflicts during their execution to be settled by a functional block controlled
by them particularly while the data transmission subsystem failure occurs have to be considered. Testing of automatic line block system proper functioning in a range of reaction to contradictory commands and examples of typical conflicts and general rules of solving them are discussed in the paper.
KEYWORDS: railways, signalling, line block

1. Introduction
The main purpose of this paper is to put forward the
problem of possible conflicts in signalling systems during
execution of commands which may be issued by more
than one operator’s board with the same entitlement to
control the executive equipment.
In some functional states of complex signalling systems, it is possible to encounter situations when a certain command, which may be legally issued from one of
the operator’s boards, is not allowed to be executed by
a functional block due to its current, local functional
state. Possible conflicts will be explained on the example of an automatic line block system, where this type
of problem was several times identified by the author
of the paper, particularly during certification tests of
signalling equipment and his involvement, to a certain extent, in different phases of a system development,
from requirement specification to exploitation tests, of
all electronic automatic line block systems approved
until today for their application on railway lines in Poland. [3] ÷ [7].

© Copyright by PSTT. All rights reserved. 2009

2. General three-level model
of signalling system
Taking into consideration a wide range of railway signalling systems we may find systems developed to control certain, sometimes quite large areas with a number
of signalling equipment of a different kind. Such system is
usually composed of several separate functional blocks of
equipment distinguished by their localisation and purpose. In a large signalling system, it is usually possible to find
several identical blocks of particular types. If the complexity level of the signalling system architecture allows isolation of functional blocks which will have features described below, they will be called “control points” further in
this paper.

2.1. Control point definition and types
Control point (CP) is a functionally isolated set of
equipment which combines an interlocking part and
usually an executive part and which communicates with
a larger signalling system by the appropriate data transmission subsystem (in the simplest case, by direct galvanic
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connections). For the purpose of describing the problem
considered in this paper, a three level model of control points’ structure is proposed.
On the lowest level, we may define a Slave Control Point which performs the activity only on the base of its executive equipment status and information received by the
data transmission subsystem. Received data may include
information of the other control points’ status with which
it is interlocked and commands are sent by a Master Control Point. Master CP may perform all Slave CP activities
and it is also able to issue commands to be executed by
the other control points of the system. Master CP is usually interfaced with the system operator’s board and may
be interlocked with the other signalling systems. The system operator’s level may be called a Supervisory Control
Point and regarded as the third, highest hierarchy control
points’ level of this model of a signalling system. On that
level, we may usually find system operator boards. In the
specific type of signalling systems the same role may be
played by interfaces with the other signalling systems, as
for example station interlocking systems.
Each control point in several strictly defined functional states is allowed to send a command which should be
executed by the appropriate executive equipment or functional blocks of the system. In case of Slave, Master or Supervisory CP respectively, their orders are executed by a
set of controlled executive signalling equipment, by relevant Master and Slave CPs or by all involved CPs in the
system.

2.2. Contradictory commands in static
situation
In the first step of the possible contradictory commands consideration, we will take into account static circumstances without detailed analysis of timing relations
between these commands. The signalling system operator’s board regardless of the signalling system technology,
even in relay based systems and obviously in computerised ones is equipped to a certain extent with command filtering functions. The basic purpose of a command filtering function is to avoid the possibility of issuing orders
which are forbidden in a certain functional state of controlled system or at least impossible to be executed in a
particular situation. This function is also called the command pre-selection.
There is a group of signalling systems which are originally planned to be simultaneously controlled by more
than a single operator. In this group, we may find all different types of line block equipment. This first phase of the
following considerations will be illustrated on the example
of a generic line block system. The line block is a signalling
system developed to secure the train movement between
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two traffic control posts (usually two stations). The simple
situation with tracks dedicated only for single direction
traffic and thus, the single direction line block equipment
is not related to the main subject of this paper. The following considerations will be focused on a situation when a
certain, single, open section track is prepared for the train
movement in both directions. The basic requirement for a
line block system developed for such a case is the determination, in a safety manner, which traffic control post is entitled to use an open section track between these neighbouring posts. Thus, it is necessary to ensure the appropriate procedure of mutual taking over the entitlement to send
a train to the open section track. The line block system
operation is relatively simple because the considered train traffic runs in a station distance, when due to the traffic rules only single train is allowed to use the open section track. Traffic control by the line block system in such
a case has almost only one purpose: the safety exchange of
information about entitlement for using the track controlled from these two posts. The appropriate procedure of taking over the entitlement needs the relevant information
exchange between two train control posts involved in the
train traffic movement on this single, open section track.
However, already in this simple case, it is possible to notice that both traffic control posts are generally independent except of the necessity to use common resources (as
open section track which connects them). It can be said in
other words that both traffic control posts are acting fully asynchronously and only the usage of the connecting
them open section track requires a certain synchronisation between these both posts.

2.3. Dynamic relations in execution
of contradictory commands
The next step will move us to a consideration of the
time relations between commands possible to be sent from
Supervisory CPs located on both traffic control posts. As
it has been noticed, these posts are fully asynchronous.
Thus, it is possible with a very low, however greater than
zero probability, that if the current traffic situation and the
functional state of a system allows for certain activity, train operators on both posts will start to execute a command
in exactly the same moment. It is still not a very complicated problem in case of typical line block system. A more
complicated situation occurs when the control point access to common resources has to be performed through
a set of slave control points. An automatic line block is a
good example of a signalling system constructed that way.
One of the basic requirements for an automatic line
block system which are until today always demanded
by the Polish State Railways [9], is the real independence of the particular control points comprising the whole
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Fig.1.Three-level model of an automatic line block system

system. The main reason for such an approach is the scale
of the negative results for the possible train traffic, i.e. for
the line capacity, while a failure of a single control point
located somewhere in the middle of a line occurs. The second, less justified reason is probably originated in the safety philosophy of previous, relay based systems. The idea,
sometimes also implemented somehow in new electronic
systems is based on the solution that the train detection
subsystem is connected with the automatic line block in
such a way that the track occupation by the train results
in physical cut of the interlocking data transmission to the
preceding line block post, which makes the red light on
the controlled line block signal. The similar safety philosophy may be also found in later, more sophisticated, fully
electronic systems [2]. Regardless a physical level of an
interlocking data transmission subsystem, a logical structure of this subsystem allows to take into account received
data, even physically available, only when an appropriate,
intermediate control point is functioning properly and
permits these data to pass through, i.e. it is confirming appropriateness of this data usage. So, each control point in
its certain functional state may block the interlocking information to pass through, at least logically. Abandoning
of this functionality is not reasonable, because a proper
operation of all subsequent CPs is needed to provide the
expected performances of a complete automatic line block
system.

3. Three-level hierarchic
model of automatic line
block system
A typical structure of a generic automatic line block
system is shown on Figure 1. There may be found three levels of functional blocks, as mentioned above. On the lowest hierarchical level (Slave CPs) there are Line Control
Points (LCPs) connected to train detection equipment and
an automatic line block distant signals located along an
open section of a railway line. On the higher level (Master
CPs), intermediate in our three-level model, we may find
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Station Control Points (SCPs), typically interfaced with a
station interlocking equipment and with a system operator’s board, which may be recognised as the highest level
of control points i.e. Supervisory CPs.
The generic line block system model is appropriate also for the case when the system is not equipped with
LCPs. Such a system may be treated identically as a line
block operating on a single open section connecting two
traffic control posts. In one step more complicated case,
a single LCP (i.e. for n=k=1) on a double direction line
controls two signals oriented in the opposite direction and
performs a warning signal function for station entrance
signals. Both these cases are not good examples for the
further considerations of the main subject of this paper.
For the purpose of contradictory commands execution
problem analyses, we should take into consideration the
situation when n≥k≥2.
Firstly, we can take into account the line block equipment or any other system in which both asynchronous Supervisory CPs exchange information directly and in
which the final functional state of a system depends only
on their mutual agreement based on that data exchange.
The possible conflict situation in such systems will not
cause any big problem. Moreover, it is usually well thought-out during a system requirement definition and development. It is also appropriately checked in the test and
operation phases. The situation is not so comfortable in
systems that are more complex. Then the contradictory
commands execution will create substantially greater problem than in a simple line block system or any other system in which both control posts exchange information directly with each other. It is a practical result of the situation that commands introduced on both ends of line will
have to be appropriately recognised, judged and executed
by particular local control post situated on the line between two station control posts.

3.1. Natural solution in simple cases
As it was mentioned above, it is possible to imagine several different functional states of an automatic line block
system when certain commands are allowed to be issued
by a system operator on each end of a line section, thus
they are not blocked by a filtering function.
For example, we may take into account the situation
when any specific traffic direction is set on the track. In
such a case, the track (being more accurate, the line block
control equipment) is in a state so called “neutral”. In the
neutral state, each of two operators has the same possibility to introduce the procedure to take over the control of
train traffic on the open section track to prepare a train departure to the neighbouring station. Thus, it is possible to
analyse the situation, when both operators are introducing
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their commands simultaneously, what is allowed for each
of them in a certain moment and a current local traffic
situation. However, these commands are in mutual contradiction taking into account available resources (single
open section track in this case). It is important to assume,
that we are not considering the problem of simultaneous
events with the time resolution of the intermediate states
of the particular switching parts, either relay or electronic,
but in the time range of particular system functional states
and exchange of information between co-operating systems, also without consideration of the data propagation
time in the physical communication channel. It is possible
to conclude, that the first approach should be analysed on
a generic equipment and data transmission safety evaluation level [2], while the signalling equipment functioning
on the application level is considered.
In the simple case, when both operators are introducing an appropriate and allowed command, but contradictory from the point of view of the resources usage, in all
real systems and situations always one of line block ends
will “win” the competition – it is a practical result of an
obvious phenomenon that any relay or electronic latch
circuit may be only in one of two stable states except of
a certain intermediate, temporary, not defined state during switching. An appropriate equipment development
and tests ensures, that the equipment will always finish
the physical level intermediate state and reach the certain
functional state, even if we may call it “temporary” or “intermediate” on the application level.
The Supervisory CP, particularly the system operator’s board, receives information about the functional state of all necessary signalling equipment. This information
may be called the functional state of this CP (or generally,
the functional state of a line block system). In the defined
functional state of a whole automatic line block system,
each of two operator’s boards may be locally in a different
functional state. It means that in a certain moment, a different set of legal commands may be available on each of the
line ends. For the consideration purpose of a contradictory command execution, all possible command pairs in all
system functional states shall be analysed.

3.2. Limited command execution time
The basic set of requirements for an automatic line
block system, similarly to any other signalling system, includes restrictions regarding particular command execution time. It means that in most cases any intermediate
state between two subsequent stable functional states should be strictly limited due to its occurrence time. If during
a certain assumed time, the final stable state is not achieved, the equipment shall perform one of two possible actions. Either it shall return to the previous stable state, in
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which it was before beginning of the command execution,
or it shall go to the defined stable “safety” state [1], [9]. The
specific system activity, which may be described as storing
of commands or putting them on the stack of orders to be
subsequently executed, is also strictly forbidden. In most
of typical signalling system solutions, it is not possible by
the system to accept any next subsequent command until
the previous one is finally executed and the system has
achieved expected stable functional state [8]. For some defined commands, a certain cancelling commands are available. They may be legally issued during the execution of
previous command which is supposed to be cancelled.
The purpose of command execution time limits is to
avoid the possibility of blocking the operator’s board and
make it impossible to issue any other command before the
final execution of previously issued command (for which
the cancellation command is not used). Such a situation
may occur due to many different causes, particularly on
possible system failures. One of obvious reasons of such
a problem in the automatic line block system may be the
data transmission subsystem failure. The combination of
contradictory commands execution with the possible data
transmission failures creates a lot of problems which shall
be well thought-out and solved during the system development. It is also a big challenge for the system testing
process to simulate appropriately such possible situations
and prove that the system always reaches either an appropriate stable state or the safety state.

3.3. Transmission subsystem failures
The automatic line block system, if constructed as a
chain of autonomous Line CPs is to a certain extent tolerant to data transmission subsystem failures. It is important particularly on long open sections with a relatively
big number of distant signals. If a break of the data transmission occurs when the appropriate direction of automatic line block is set, it will be still possible to use the system in such a degraded mode. Than, each subsequent train speed reduction is limited only on a single part of an
open section between two subsequent distant signals. It
is not important which real reason of the data transmission break happened. Either it may be a subsystem failure
or only a “logical” break caused, for example, by true or in
a worse case, wrong information received from train detection equipment. Unfortunately, the unexpected occurrence of a data transmission subsystem failure during the
execution of commands sent from Supervisory CPs can
create several problems. The purpose of these commands
is usually to change the whole automatic line block functional state. Depending on the given system architecture
and functions, the examples of the system functional state
change may include a line block direction change, turning
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off the system to the neutral state or setting the direction
by turning it on from the neutral state. All such possible
cases should be well thought-out during system development. Some possible results of the data transmission failures combined with the execution of system control commands may be accepted, although, even if it is not the case
of contradictory command execution, some cases of such
superposition of operational events and failures may be
dangerous and should be certainly avoided.
We may try to define here a set of possible wrong behaviours of the automatic line block occurred as a result of
transmission subsystem failures. First of all, it should be
absolutely excluded that after any combination of subsequent events including commands and transmission subsystem failures, a line block will be split up into parts in a
way that it would be possible to send trains from both stations with line-clear signals on exit semaphores. It means
exactly the same that along the whole open section equipped with several distant signals, there will never appear
the situation that any two signals:
• one controlled from the Line CP with a number from
0 to k (see fig. 1) for the train running in left-to-right
(R) direction to Station CP (R),
• the other controlled from the Line CP with a number
from k to n (see figure 1) for the train running in right-to-left (L) direction to Station CP (L),
will be able to show simultaneously a line-clear signal
(or even red lights).
It should be also avoided that due to possible events, limited command execution time will be exceeded, i.e. that
an intermediate system state caused by such a command
execution will last longer than certain restricted time. The
effect of commands storage also should not occur. On the
contrary, it may be accepted as a result of some events that
automatic line block is split up allowing trains to run from
a line to stations. It means that it may be allowed to have
some signals from k to 0, for the train running to Station
CP (L) turned on simultaneously with some signals from
k+1 to n which face the train running to Station CP (R).
The condition mentioned above to exclude the opposite situation shall be also concurrently fulfilled.

block systems treated by their developers as “almost ready”
version, i.e. prepared to first functional and safety tests, still
are not resistant to the combination of transmission subsystem failures combined with the execution of contradictory
commands legally issued on both operator’s boards at the
same time. Moreover, these kinds of possible conflicts during execution of commands as well as rules to solve implicated problems are usually not defined in typical signalling
system functional requirements. The lack of comprehensive
description defining the expected system behaviour if similar commands execution problem occurs simultaneously
with relevant system failures is even more frequent.
It seems advantageous to develop general principles of
solving conflicts which may occur during the execution
of commands which are contradictory on the executive
functional block level in complex signalling systems, similar to the ones mentioned in the paper. Necessary rules of
settling that type of competency problems should be thoroughly defined in the system requirement specifications.
From similar reasons, typical test procedures usually
cover the checking of all commands in all possible system
functional states. However, very often the situation of simultaneous execution of commands which may be legally issued by both operators, particularly with consideration of disturbances caused by the transmission subsystem
failures, is not appropriately solved. Thus, a research unit
authorised to carry out signalling equipment and systems
certification assessment shall prepare and perform functional and safety tests. These tests shall be complete and
particularly able to check possible effects of contradictory
commands legally issued at the same time on both system
Supervisory Control Points in all conceivable cases including failures of the data transmission subsystem.
It also seems reasonable to invent general principles of
creating test procedures to ensure their ability to check all
possible conflict situations during the execution of contradictory commands both in an undisturbed system operation and in case of various failures, particularly in interlocking data transmission subsystem. The important condition
to achieve expected safety level of newly developed complex
signalling systems is to provide system evaluators with welldefined test procedures to be followed instead of relying on
the evaluator’s experience as the basic safety determinant.

4. Conclusions for future
research
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ABSTRACT
Modern Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) are now being widely deployed; in order to ensure that
these deployments will bring maximum benefit to end users and other stakeholders, an ITS architecture, which defines how the deployed system would fit into overall ITS structure, has to be defined. Help
is available to achieve these goals from the European ITS Framework (FRAME) Architecture, now being upgraded by the European project E-FRAME. Within this project also the importance of mutual
influence between standards and architecture is judged.
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1. Introduction
ITS systems nowadays provide a useful tool for increasing safety, capacity, comfort and other parameters of
transport systems. In implementing ITS systems, however, complexity grows with the number of installed systems [1]. This poses a threat to their effectiveness, manageability, maintainability, extendibility, refurbishment
over time and to overall costs. For instance, if a city wishes to implement ITS systems for Public Transport management, Parking Management, Traffic Management
and Traveller Information, it would also like them to cooperate, at least to a certain level and to produce benefits of synergy, rather than to counteract or contradict
each other. It is therefore evident that having a certain
level of integration and interoperability would produce
significant benefits in terms of consistency, maintenance and overall cost. Refurbishment with newly emerging
technologies over time and extension with new systems
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and services would also be easier, more effective and less
expensive. Overcoming the possible problems with too
many incompatible systems, and benefiting from possible synergies of having interoperable systems, requires
the use of agreed Architecture.

2. ITS architectures
According to [2] and [3], the basic objective for the
creation of a transport-telematic architecture is the achievement of the interoperability between individual telematic applications, including the maximum use of available
infrastructure by all telematic applications, while keeping
their own individual system requirements (technical requirements: safety, reliability, availability, integrity, etc.;
transport related requirements: transport comfort, minimisation of external requirements of the transport related
process, maintaining transport policy objectives at national and European level, etc.).
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The result of the ITS architecture should be a design
of individual subsystems and functional blocks, including
the definition of their system parameters for OBU (OnBoard Unit), telecommunication environment and processing centres for all kinds of transport telematic applications. Correctly conceived architectures of transport telematic systems in systems development have a direct impact on the following factors:
• Efficient building of telecommunication environment
and corporate networks reduces their expenditures;
• Considerable reduction of transmitted information
reduces expenditures of transmission,
• Definition of requirements from the part of organisations allows the existing operators to offer services
with these over-standard requirements, which results
in reduction of expenditures when building special telecommunication environments,
• Economical convenience of new solutions of the information transmission leads to the increase in demand
for new telecommunication networks technologies,
particularly in the field of access networks,
• It is possible to secure modular development of telematic systems in single branches and organisations
using the existing systems.
Going all the way down in development of telematic applications with the use of ITS architecture would result in unique architectures for each deployment, therefore it was realised that it would be much more efficient
to have a Framework Architecture, from which individual
ITS Architectures can be developed. In 2000 the European ITS Framework Architecture was prepared by a European Commission funded project KAREN [1]. The principal advantages of doing this are:

• It is quicker, and therefore cheaper, to produce a suitable ITS Architecture from a Framework Architecture,
• Each derived ITS Architecture has the same properties
as the Framework Architecture from which it has been
produced. This facilitates the use of similar equipment
in different deployments, and thus extends their potential market.

2.1. FRAME
The European ITS framework architecture (FRAME
architecture) provides the high level view of ITS systems
and their implementation. Together with standards, it
helps national, regional and local authorities, as well as service providers, to plan and realise their goals within ITS
in a way that is coherent, cost effective and extendible in
area and over time. It also helps industry and service providers to produce and procure in a cost-effective way in
markets that are European in scale. Travellers and drivers
do not directly use the European ITS Framework Architecture, but may be involved in market research when a
specific ITS implementation is defined and will experience the benefits of its results once implemented.
The European ITS framework architecture is technology independent, i.e. particular technologies are not included. Thanks to this fact the FRAME architecture is durable and enables the use of different technologies even those that are not yet introduced. The FRAME architecture is
based on functions. During an ITS implementation using
FRAME architecture the requirements are based on stakeholder aspirations, i.e. demands that ITS stakeholders
have on the ITS system. The stakeholder aspirations (often
expressed in natural language) are transformed into User
Needs – from a formalized set of more than 500 needs covering most possible ITS application and services. Necessary functions to fulfil these User Needs are defined in the
functional viewpoint (formerly called functional or logical architecture). These two items are covered by the FRAME Architecture (see Figure 1). Based on the Functional Viewpoint the Physical Viewpoint and subsequently
Communication Viewpoint (formerly called physical and
communication architecture) are developed.

2.2. E-FRAME

Fig.1.The FRAME methodology
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From its beginning, the FRAME Architecture is being
continuously upgraded and supported by subsequent European projects (FRAME-NET, FRAME-S). The current
support project, E-FRAME (2008-2011) aims to integrate the functionalities needed for the implementation of
cooperative systems into the architecture. Main goals of
the E-FRAME project are to provide support for the creation of inter-operable and scalable Cooperative Systems
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throughout the EU, to extend the FRAME Architecture
to include Cooperative Systems, and to show how it can
be used to develop and implement Cooperative Systems
throughout member states or regions, and provide one-toone advice and guidance to nations, regions and projects
and to provide a centre of knowledge that is commercially
and politically neutral, and which serves everyone’s long
term interests.

3. Current national ITS
architectures in europe
It has been stated that FRAME architecture provides
the groundwork for the creation of national ITS architectures. These national ITS architectures can be adapted to
local specifications covering their special local needs – e.g.
User Needs for ITS systems can differ for a given regional
or national area and the ITS architecture has to follow these demands. For this reason, part of the E-FRAME project
is studying existing national ITS architectures to find out
the way they have been created, the standards/tools that
have been used, and the impact of created architecture on
deployment of ITS and also on the development of new
standards or the updating of the existing ones.
The history of national architectures goes back to the
end of 1990s when the first national architectures (in a similar time as the FRAME architecture) were created. It
was the result of recognizing the need for ensuring cooperation between different quickly developing systems,
which were resulting from the boom of technologies. Since that time several European countries have introduced
their national architectures. The important ones in Europe are as follows [4]:
• In France the ACTIF architecture (first version) was
produced in 2000. It is a high level architecture based on a draft of the FRAME architecture. It is used
to model the subsystems needed for ITS implementations and has been applied by a wide range of jurisdictions and organisations in France. The ACTIF architecture has undergone a number of major updates
and is now in Version 5, which incorporates the results
of case studies into the architectural framework. These studies are also meant for broad technical and political audience to help them understand where does
the architecture help and where it can be used to their benefits,
• Italian ARTIST architecture was created in 2003 based on the European FRAME architecture and ACTIF
architecture. It is used by different subjects – e.g. EU
projects, universities, local authorities, etc. The emphasis is laid on multimodal transport of hazardous
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goods, integrated management of emergency calls and
goods distribution in urban areas. Since it also deals
with the organisational and business aspects of ITS, it
has introduced an Organisational Architecture,
Finnish TelemARK architecture was produced in 2000
and although not based directly on KAREN, it has
been shown to be equivalent. The results were disseminated through series of training workshops for specific stakeholders. Update of the architecture was provided by FITS programme. Also a corresponding architecture for goods transport has been created,
Norwegian architecture ARKTRANS has been developed separately from both the European and the US
National ITS Architecture. It emphasises the functionality and data flows for multi-modal trip planning
with lots of experience from the maritime transport,
In Austria, the TTS-A architecture was introduced in
2002, and took the FRAME architecture as its “template”. The use of an ITS architecture is required by the
Austrian Telematics Master Plan. TTS-A should also
cover implementation recommendations based on
landscape study of an available technology,
In the Czech Republic, TEAM architecture was launched in 2005. It is based on the French ACTIF architecture. Now it is being redesigned not only to bring in
new functionalities, but also to make the ITS architecture easier to use,
Hungarian ITS architecture HITS is based on the
FRAME architecture. It is still under development. In
future it is planned to make the usage of ITS architecture compulsory,
Also under development is the Romanian ITS architecture NARITS. They have been translating the FRAME tools, and it is planned to use them to build a national ITS architecture when funding permits,
In the United Kingdom a national ITS architecture
does not exist. However, there are several architectures created at the regional level such as the architecture of the County of Kent, and for Transport Scotland.
These architectures have not been developed further.

There have been several national projects aimed at
the creation of national ITS architectures, project acronyms and their schedules are partially mentioned above. All mentioned projects and their resulting architectures have been influenced by the FRAME architecture, some of the architectures are directly based upon the
FRAME. However, it is important to notice that creation
of the architecture is “the easy part”, once it is created, it
has to be continuously supported by the government and
even embedded in requirements for ITS projects. Without available support and regulations an ITS architecture
will never be widely used.
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4. ITS architecture and
standards
Standards are required to ensure compatibility between various sub-systems and components of ITS. This
is particularly relevant when the various sub-systems and
components may be produced by a number of different
manufacturers. The standards ensuring this are usually concerned with communications between sub-systems
and their functions. However, “simple” communications
standards are not always sufficient to produce a working
and workable system. Of equal importance is the data that
they use, and the behaviour of the sub-systems and functions at each end of the communications link, e.g. that
one end can produce information in time for the other to
make use of it, and the receiving end will understand the
units and format in which the data is being provided.
The above mentioned standardization issues are important when an ITS architecture is used to identify required functions, data flows and interfaces for a particular ITS project. In addition the architecture (even FRAME architecture) itself has to have some framework, within which it could be created. Such a framework is created by architectural standards. Architectural standards
define the behaviour and properties of data registries and
dictionaries, requirements on the use of architecture, requirements on the modelling tools for architecture creation, templates and some of them even define the ITS architecture itself.
Five categories of standards can be defined according
to their place in ITS architecture definition / usage:
• Architectural standards – used only when the architecture is being created or updated. They have no influence on ITS systems,
• Communication standards – used at defined interfaces, where data transmission from one function to
another function is needed,
• Data and interface specification standards – used
for definition of data structures needed inside ITS
functions and behaviour (data / protocol) of the
function interaction,
• System parameter specification standards – used
for setting the levels of functionality, robustness
and interoperability of ITS functions within desired functionality,
• Test procedures standards – used for ensuring that
particular ITS components could be used within specific ITS function,
The analysis of the influence of architectural standards
on (national) ITS architectures should reveal if they have
been used and how. For certain use of an ITS architecture
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it is necessary to have a link between functions and “function related” standards (third to fifth category). The communication standards (second category) are usually outside of the scope of high level architecture (European and
national). The reason for this is the fact that the FRAME
Architecture does not describe any physical and communication viewpoints and is independent of technologies.
Figure 2 depicts the relation between standards and
architecture. Arrows symbolize the flow of ideas or information and mean certain type of “one sided” action, i.e.
standards for the support of architecture helps to form /
define the architecture, while other standards come from
the architecture either as a requirement for new standards
(at newly defined interfaces) or as set of existing standards
which have to be followed.
Three types of influence on the standards can be summarized as follows:
• Have standards been used to create the architecture?
• Has architecture been used in creation of standards?
• Have standards been included into the architecture for
some purpose?

4.1. Have standards been used to create
the architecture?
According to our analysis there is no eminent influence of
architecture definition standards on any particular ITS architecture creation. Framework ITS architectures and smaller scale ITS architectures, (designed from a framework ITS architecture), were not explicitly influenced by any of architectural
standards. The only exception is the national ITS architecture
of Australia where the ISO standardized ITS architecture was
used. Other architectural standards just specify how the architecture should be used in standards and implemented in real
life (in the form of recommendations and examples), therefore
they cannot have any effect on creation of an ITS architecture.

Fig.5. Relationship between ITS architecture and different types of
standards
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4.2. Has architecture been used
in creation of standards?
One of the primary reasons for the creation of the US
National ITS Architecture was so that required Communication Standards could be identified. Version 1 led to
the setting up of a large number of IEEE standard Working Groups and, about 40-50 new Coms standards have
been created.
However, this was not the case for the FRAME ITS architecture, where higher abstraction level does not support identification or creation of new communications
standards. According to our findings, other standards
which emerged from ITS architecture creation were again
architectural standards (technical reports), i.e. implementation standards, requirements on architecture description in standards, etc.

4.3. Have standards been included into
architecture for some purpose?
Standards are in particular national ITS architectures
(e.g. TEAM) linked to functions and data flows. The effect
of this linking is beneficial if the architecture is used for
setting up conditions for new ITS projects. Then conformance requirements to standards for certain functionality
of ITS project can be automatically used while contracting
for the deployment of ITS systems.

5. Conclusion
ITS architecture is a powerful tool that eases the creation and enables the compatibility of ITS systems. There
are several types of architectures, in Europe the ITS framework architecture FRAME is a high level architecture that
supports the creation of national architectures.
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Experiences show that so far standards that also serve for ensuring compatibility of systems do not provide efficient support for ITS Architecture creation and are
not used. In addition the other way of influencing has not
been used in Europe – created architectures have a very
low impact on standards under development. Standards
for architecture creation face the disadvantage of not being able to react enough quickly to the development of
methodologies and therefore they are not able to give timely support.
In several situations the use of ITS architecture is recommended or should even be obligatory. If there are also
standards in agreement with the architecture the conditions for contracting the deployment of ITS systems would be simpler. The area where the mutual relation between architecture and standards might be useful was identified to be standards that relate to system functions, and
not to the physical level, as reflected in the fundamental
principles of European ITS Framework architecture.
Promoting this relation and cooperation of architectures and standards is one of many goals of the EFRAME project.
The authors acknowledge the financial support provided
by the European Commission through the project E-FRAME
(call FP7-ICT-2007-2, grant agreement number 224383).
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ABSTRACT
Throughout the 1990s and beyond, transportation agencies in the U.S. and Canada identified a need
for condition reporting systems, both for internal traffic management and for sharing real-time information with the public, and in 1997, four states in the U.S. pooled their resources to build a first-generation condition reporting system, reducing the cost to each individual agency while also offering the
opportunity to collaborate on the requirements and design for the new system. The result of this multi-agency effort was CARS (Condition Acquisition Reporting System), which is an ITS standards-based system that allows authorized agency users to enter, view, and share critical road, travel, weather
and traffic information. CARS has subsequently been deployed by 17 agencies in the U.S. and Canada,
including state departments of transportation, cities/municipalities, and toll authorities - and the group continues to grow. This paper discuss the history of the CARS Group and its developments, while
also discussing opportunities for expanding it to transportation agencies in other parts of the worldparts of the world
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1. Introduction
Throughout the 1990s and beyond, transportation
agencies in the U.S. and Canada identified a common need
for condition reporting systems, both for internal traffic
management and for sharing real-time information about the transportation network with members of the public. In 1997, four states in the U.S. decided to pool their
resources and to seek additional federal support to build a
first-generation condition reporting system together, thus
reducing the cost to each individual agency while also offering the opportunity to collaborate on the requirements
and design definition for the new system.
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The end result of this multi-agency effort was CARS
(Condition Acquisition Reporting System). CARS is an ITS
standards-based condition reporting system that allows authorized agency users to enter, view, and share critical road,
travel, weather and traffic information. Authorized CARS
users can access the system from any location using a standard web browser, allowing data entry from any computer
with Internet connectivity. CARS has subsequently been
deployed by 17 agencies in the U.S. and Canada, including state departments of transportation, cities/municipalities, and toll authorities—and the group continues to grow.
Members of the “CARS Group” drive the ongoing development, extension, maintenance, and operation of the system
based on their current needs and budgets.
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This paper will discuss the history of the CARS group and its developments, while also discussing opportunities for expanding it to transportation agencies in other
parts of the world.

2.

The CARS Group

The CARS software was initially developed by Castle
Rock on behalf of the Washington State, Minnesota, Missouri, and Iowa Departments of Transportation (DOTs).
Since its initial deployment, the CARS group has grown
from four states to seventeen public agencies spread throughout North America. The fundamental objective of the
group is to use shared resources to create modular, configurable software solutions to ITS problems. Whereas an
individual state may not have the funding or other resources to deploy a major software solution, the CARS program presents an alternative.
Beyond resource sharing, the CARS group also provides members with an iterative approach to software solution development. Typically, the initial sponsors of a project establish a working prototype of a software module.
Other members then contribute improvements and additional features over time as they deploy the module. The
focus is on quickly deploying software that works, and
then improving that software over time. CARS member
agencies benefit enormously from the iterative approach,
and learn from observing the deployment activities of their colleagues.
Generally, the development process follows two models: joint development of a new module by several states, or iterative development of a module over time. In
both cases, individual states are able to obtain substantial
cost savings (and more robust software) versus developing
such software alone.

2.1. Joint development
Often, new CARS software modules are developed at the
request of several CARS Group members. The CARSAMBER module was developed for 8 CARS states (including Alaska, Iowa, Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota, New
Hampshire, New Mexico and Vermont). In this case,
the objective was to establish an automated and efficient
process for the dissemination of AMBER alert (abducted child) information through various media operated
by DOTs, including 511 phone systems, web sites, Dynamic Message Signs (DMS), Highway Advisory Radio
(HAR), email, and cellular phone Short Message Service
(SMS) messages. The envisioned system was considerably complex, and involved several tasks including coordination with law enforcement, establishing operational
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procedures, researching data standards, software development (both user interface and various equipment interfaces), as well as configuration, testing and final deployment.
The estimated budget for this project was well over $1
million. Developing this software would have been beyond
the limits of a single agency’s budget. However, in the case
of CARS-AMBER, eight CARS agencies pooled together
funds (including $125,000 each in federal funds) to share
the development costs. The end result was a robust application with several “extra” features, such as the capability
to extend the messaging components of CARS-AMBER.
The resulting messaging service, CARS-Messenger, is described later in this paper.

2.2. Iterative development
in some cases, a single CARS Group member agency needs to develop a new software module for a specific purpose, but the agency’s limited budget necessitates constraints
on the scope of the development work. In these cases, it
has been the Group’s approach to build an initial software
module that satisfies only core requirements for the funding agency but leaves room for future expansion. Thus,
when other agencies contribute funding to the module,
its feature set can easily be expanded. The CARS-Group
often follows this iterative software development model,
producing software modules that evolve over time, with
(typically) frequent iterations. When other agencies subsequently deploy the module, their contributed funds are
applied toward both the deployment itself and to software enhancements—to satisfy agency-specific needs and to
adapt the module to overall changing circumstances and
technologies.

2.3. Summary
The CARS program promotes collaboration among
transportation agencies in a way that would not otherwise be possible. States and agencies learn from each
other’s efforts and deployments. Members frequently
communicate with others in the group and share success stories as well as difficulties. Even those CARS
members who do not participate in the development
process for particular software modules benefit from
the Group’s activities indirectly—each project establishes a body of knowledge that is available to all members. New CARS Group members whose ITS deployments are still in infancy gain the considerable advantage of having access to the body of knowledge collectively shared in the group, and existing members constantly benefit from new funding applied by other members
toward new deployments.
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3. CARS 4 software
The core CARS software module that nearly all CARS
Group members have deployed is a standards-based condition reporting system (CRS) that allows authorized users
to enter, view, and disseminate critical road, travel, weather,
and traffic information. CARS users can access the system from any location using a standard web browser over
a secure Internet connection. No local software is required
other than a web browser such as Internet Explorer. The
user interface presents traffic and travel events in both an
event-list format and a map-view format, and also provides
user-interface integration with additional CARS modules.
CARS 4 is the fourth major iteration of the CARS
operator interface, and is slated to replace CARS 3 during 2009. CARS 4 is designed to be map-independent,
with current agency deployments based on Google Maps.
In the future, with funding from CARS agencies, CARS 4
may be extended to use Yahoo! Maps, ESRI ArcIMS Maps
or other mapping technologies. The CARS map interface makes it easy for operators to view, edit or create travel events visually.
Event creation has been refined in CARS 4 to allow operators to create/edit event details while simultaneously viewing the map in a split-screen view. Operators can easily relocate the event they are editing, view nearby events, or zoom
in and switch to satellite view to see the event area in greater detail (for example, to confirm interchange or intersection geometry). The CARS 4 event creation/edit screen is
shown in the figure below. In addition to the map interface,
CARS 4 also supports an enhanced event list interface. The
event list allows operators to easily view, sort and filter events
by a wide range of criteria including Route/location, Priority,
Event type (e.g. Roadwork), Creator, and Start/end date and
time. Operators can also create, edit and delete events from
the event list, just as they can from the map view.

ITS standards also provide the basis of the CARS modular design for information distribution. Because data can be
communicated easily between CARS and external systems,
the base CARS system has been integrated with a wide range of information dissemination systems. A sampling of the
many available add-on CARS modules are described in more
detail in following sections of this document.
The modular standards-based information dissemination approach increases operator productivity because information needs to be entered once, only. In a traditional
decentralized approach, a system operator might respond
to an incident by posting information to a web site; recording a manual HAR (Highway Advisory Radio) message;
recording a phone system message; and posting a display
on various VMSs (Variable Message Signs). Operators are
also often required to notify long lists of potentially affected agency personnel. The CARS software makes it possible for one operator to enter a single event report that will
post information to multiple information systems. Posting
information in this way is much more streamlined than
dissemination via traditional “stovepipe” information systems, each of them requiring individual operator inputs.
In short, CARS is a powerful “hub” of information that
can dynamically drive a region’s ITS infrastructure. A single point of data entry (e.g., a crash or roadwork “event”)
supports information dissemination via multiple media.

4. CARS modules
As noted above, CARS was built using a modular architecture. This has allowed the CARS agencies to develop
specific modular functionality that some, most or all deploy based on their needs. At the same time, all agencies
are able to use a shared base CARS system. Following is

3.1. ITS standards-based interface
The CARS web-based condition reporting system
functions as the local, regional or national database that
drives multiple, modular, real-time travel information dissemination systems. CARS also supports automated, ITS
standards-based import and export of events, which has
been successfully used by agencies to import event data
from traffic detectors, RWIS (Road Weather Information
System), police CAD systems, GM OnStar, regional
agencies, external weather conditions, bus and ferry AVL (Automatic Vehicle Location) systems, regional
ATMS (Asset Tracking and Management System), neighboring state systems, and more. CARS manual and automated events are synchronized via a master system clock.
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Fig.1. CARS 4 Event Creation/Edit Screen
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a summary of a few of the most widely deployed add-on
modules that have been added to CARS over the course of
its eleven-year development.

4.1. CARS-511 phone system
In the United States (and more recently in Canada),
the Federal Government has approved a universal phone number (511) for travel information. The vision is that
callers can dial 5-1-1 from any location and receive real-time travel information over the phone. However, the detailed dialogues of this phone service are decided by state
or provincial governments, so that each system meets the
specific needs of its region.
CARS-511 is an automated voice response software
module that receives current road condition information
from CARS and formulates spoken reports for callers. Reports are presented using either spliced speech or text-tospeech (TTS). Because event descriptions are based on the
TMDD (Traffic Management Data Dictionary) standard
phrases, these can be pre-recorded and spliced together in
real time. This would be impossible for a system that supported only free-text event descriptions.

4.2. CARS-messenger
CARS-Messenger supports the outbound “push” of travel information messages about traffic/travel events from the
statewide CARS databases of participating agencies, via email and SMS (cell phone text message). CARS-Messenger
is a free, user-subscription based, fully automated notification engine that supports multiple distribution media—namely email, pager and SMS (Short Message Service).
CARS-Messenger allows subscribers to select the types of event alerts that they want to receive (e.g., delays,

Fig.2. Next Generation CARS-Web (Idaho DOT)
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roadwork, accidents), the geographic coverage (e.g., a designated city area, or selected stretches of specific routes),
and the times of day during which alerts are desired (e.g.,
Monday-Friday, 06:00 to 09:00 and 16:00 to 18:00). CARSMessenger monitors CARS updates and distributes traffic/
travel event alerts in accordance with individual subscribers’ selection profiles.
Future enhancements to CARS-Messenger are expected to expand the concept to support customized web and
511 telephone user experiences based on detailed subscription settings, presentation of travel times, and transit-related alerts, among other things.

4.3. CARS-WEB
CARS-Web takes current traffic event information
from CARS (e.g., construction, incident, road-weather
and traffic data) and generates maps displays for public users on the Web. Reports are organized and presented both by incident type (e.g., construction, critical incidents, etc.) and by regional area (e.g., North, East, Metro
areas, Province-wide). Agencies that have implemented
CARS-Web—more than sixteen at this time—have their
traffic/travel web pages customized to match the rest of
their agency’s websites.
Once CARS-Web has been deployed for an agency, it runs automatically, generating updated web pages
from CARS traffic-event data at regular intervals. Event
information is presented graphically as a series of clickable maps on statewide, regional, and metropolitan levels.
Users can access incident and condition information with
one or two clicks of the mouse.
Publicly launched in November 2007, the second-generation CARS-Web software leverages the Google Maps
API, providing real-time traffic, transit, and road condition information to the public received from CARS. CARS
agencies incorporate Next-Gen Web’s dynamic features
into their existing agency web sites. For a currently operational example—statewide in Vermont—visit http://511.
idaho.gov/ and select the “high bandwidth” option.
Users zoom and pan the maps using standard Google
Maps controls. Users can also select the map, satellite, or
hybrid image as a map background at multiple zoom levels, on top of which are rendered clickable icons and roadway coloring to represent traffic speeds or winter driving conditions. When a user mouses-over or clicks on an
event or device icon, they see all public data related to that
object. A Route Reports view allows users to generate a
custom report for the route or routes they plan to travel.
Complementing the Next-Generation CARS-Web software modules are the CARS-Web 3G and CARS-Web
LB (low-bandwidth) modules. CARS-Web 3G is designed
for use on small mobile web-enabled devices, providing
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convenient access to traffic information, traffic camera images, and road weather information. CARS-Web LB (currently under development) will provide a simplified version of
the Next-Generation CARS-Web software that is more suitable for running on a low-bandwidth internet connection.

4.4. CARS-radio
CARS-Radio is an automated radio broadcast system that is operational in New York State, Iowa, and Vermont, supporting both AM (HAR) and FM (LPFM) stations. CARS-Radio technology takes information straight
from the state CARS database without any manual operator action. Radio broadcasts are totally automated using
pre-recorded spliced speech or Text-to-Speech (TTS) and
are presented in a format similar to CARS-511 reports. Instead of dialing-up old-fashioned HAR stations and manually recording a separate message for each HAR station,
CARS-Radio uses the Internet to select MP3 audio files
immediately for every traffic information radio station in
the state or region, based on local conditions.

4.5. CARS-signs
CARS-Signs unifies control of an agency’s Variable
Message Sign (VMS) devices under the standard CARS
map-based data entry graphical user interface. CARS-Signs can support a range of VMS vendors’ electronic signs.
It also has the ability to share sign inventories and to set
shared control privileges with other jurisdictions such as
neighboring states or cities. Support for hybrid VMS networks that include signs from multiple vendors is possible because CARS-Signs uses ITS standards to communicate with VMS vendors’ central software, using immediate-response SOAP push. In turn, the VMS vendor software controls the actual field devices. Sign message posting
can be fully automated within the CARS operator interface. Both full- and semi-automation (i.e., operator decision support) are also supported by the software through
an electronic version of traditional incident management
plans, called VMS Plans.

5. Internationalization of
CARS
The next release of CARS, CARS-4, extends the versatility
and features of CARS by utilizing the Google Maps API for
geographical display and management of events. This significant improvement over the previous system has generated interest from agencies outside the United States, thus increasing
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the need for localization. CARS is capable of being fully language independent, currently supporting both English and
French language web displays in Maine, with additional languages such as Spanish and German ready for follow-on. All
translations between English, French, Spanish and German are
totally automatic, using the predefined standard phrases. Thus
operators can use the system in their native language, and, in
theory, different operators could use the same CARS system
in different languages. For example, a “Roadwork” event is recorded by the software using ITS standards-based codes. The
event code for roadwork in a single system can thus be represented in multiple languages. CARS has also supported both
metric and U.S. units since its earliest versions.
The progressive design and architecture of CARS, based on ITS standards, language independence, and map independence has made it increasingly attractive to local, regional or national agencies outside the U.S. and Canada. The
relatively low-cost, iterative, modular and jointly funded approach used by the CARS group makes the software particularly well suited for developing nations that may not have the
resources to develop their own systems from scratch.

6. Conclusion
With the rapid advancement in technologies that have
enabled improved dissemination of travel information to the
public, public transportation agencies are faced with the challenge of deploying new, modern information delivery systems
that meet the needs of the public and fit within agency budgets. The CARS Group of transportation agencies represents
a unique and cost-effective approach to this challenge, where
group members leverage each others’ capital investments and
knowledge bases for the benefit of all. The Pooled Fund concept that the Group has pioneered has proven to be highly successful and beneficial to its members, and the group continues
to grow. The core CARS Condition Reporting System “Hub” is
now complemented by a large quite of software modules, addressing a wide range of agency needs including website information dissemination, interactive voice response (IVR) telephone systems, DMS, HAR, and subscription-based alerting.
Many CARS modules have been designed and developed jointly by multiple group members, cooperatively, and the iterative
software development approach that is commonly followed by
the group has resulted in systems and software that have a high
degree of adaptability, maturity, and robustness. As agencies
in other countries face the same challenges that CARS Group members have set out to deal with, the opportunity exists
for expansion of the CARS Group to include overseas members, and to build localization support into the system—allowing the CARS system to be deployed in any part of the world.
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ABSTRACT
In this work a computer simulation was carried out for traction current harmonics distribution in rail lines
generated by several locomotives in a feeder zone. The inductive and conductive interference in rail circuits
was investigated for two AC rail tracks, as well as for different types AC and DC parallel rail tracks.
KEYWORDS: electromagnetic interference, track lines

1. Introduction
The traction power systems of electrified railways are a
source of a powerful wideband electromagnetic interference, capable to cause disturbance or dangerous influence on
lines and systems of railway automatics and telematics. There are many theoretical and experimental investigations on
electromagnetic interference in railway tracks in literature
[1-5]. The electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) at electrified railways was ensured during developing the rolling
stock and signalling systems. But recently this problem
became of current importance again due to the use of new
types of rolling stock with pulse regulations and new computer train control systems simultaneously with existing
national out-of-date systems. So the harmonization of
new types of rolling stock with traditional railway signalling systems is an important task necessary for ensuring
their simultaneous functioning during a transition period.
New types of locomotives undergo usually
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commissioning tests that include measurements of electromagnetic interference (EMI) generated by locomotives. But for ensuring electromagnetic compatibility of the
whole supply system with several locomotives moving in
a feeder zone these results are insufficient. It is necessary
to measure the interference generated by all locomotives
taking into account the influence of any other factors such
as the return ground current, resonance effect etc. However, providing such measurements for all possible combinations of locomotives number, their track current spectrum, railway track parameters and also with other most
adverse influential effects is an unpractical task.
The most realizable way to provide such investigations
is based on computer modelling of electromagnetic processes in railway lines using track current spectrum measured during testing of a locomotive at different operations modes. The distribution of track current harmonics
in railway lines from several locomotives that are moving
in a feeder zone may be obtained as a superposition of
harmonics from each locomotive.
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The purpose of the present work is to develop a mathematical model describing the distribution of track current harmonics in rail lines generated by several AC and
DC locomotives moving in a feeder zone, which takes
into account changing main primary parameters of railway tracks (impedance, admittance), locomotives number, their coordinates and operation modes.

2. Mathematical model
The system with two parallel electric railway tracks
and several locomotives on them was taken for modelling.
The AC or DC electrical supply substations were located
at distance between them within a range of 15..20 km for
DC (3 kV) and 40..60 km for AC (25 kV). The locomotives
coordinates on the first and second track were defined as
x1 j and x2 j i  1..N1 , j  1..N 2 , respectively. As
it is known electrified railway tracks consist of two rails,
electrically connected with each other through sleepers,
ballast layer and the ground. Overhead electrical system
consists of contact and catenary wires [1,5]. Additionally some other special lines (shielding, strengthening wires etc.) may be included in the supply system. So railway
tracks are usually considered as multiconductor lines above the ground. So the transmission-line theory (TLT) may
be used for the description. But such system is not longitudinally electrically uniform over track equipment connected to rail lines, droppers connected to overhead supply lines and the trains connected to contact wire and rails. As a result the considerations of railway tracks as electrically uniform transmission lines are not correct enough
and TLT cannot be directly used for their describing. Therefore the equivalent circuit of tracks was taken as cascade connected uniform multiconductor transmission lines
(MTL) and two-terminal networks that represented trains connected to lines in series. The overhead supply lines (contact and catenary wires) were replaced in equivalent circuits by one line with equivalent impedance per
unit length (p.u.l.). The two railway tracks between nonuniformities were represented as uniform lines with (2 x
3 + 1) wires (that represented two rails, the overhead wire
and conductivity of the ground). These wires were considered as lines with distributed parameters due to energy
redirecting between them through inductive and conductive coupling. At such representation of uniform track sections the transmission lines theory (TLT) may be used for
mathematical description of the system.
The following indexation was used for the lines in
equivalent circuits: 1, 2 corresponded to the rails of the
first track, 4,5 – to the rails of the second track, 3, 6 – to
overhead wires of the first and second track, respectively. 0 corresponded to conductivity of the ground. The
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impedance and admittance of lines per unit length (p.u.l.)
was represented in a matrix form. The diagonal elements
of impedance matrix Z ii are self impedance of the i-line
p.u.l., out of diagonal elements Z ij are mutual impedances between i and j-lines p.u.l. Obviously Z ij  Z ji due
to the system symmetry. Self-impedance includes three
components: the internal impedance of line Z C ii , the
external impedance of the line Z E ii and the impedance
of the ground Z G ii :

Z ii  Z C ii  Z E ii  Z G ii
The

internal

impedance

of

(1)

rail

lines

Z C ii

 i  1, 2, 4,5 p.u.l. was taken with account of a skin effect in rail steel [6,7]
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where  s and  s are magnetic susceptibility and
conductivity of rail steel, respectively, u - equivalent perimeter of rail section.
The expressions for the ground return self-impedance
of i - line Z G
i ii and mutual impedance between i and j -lines Z G ij derived by Carson [2]:
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where hi , h j – are the heights of i and j conductors above ground, ri is the conductor radius, d ij is horizontal distance between i and j-lines,   2 f is cyclic
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frequency, 0 – permeability constant. The Carson’s equations for Z G ii and Z G ii contain infinite integrals with
complex arguments. For their evaluations some infinite
series and some convenient approximations had been proposed. In this work the equations proposed by Deri et al.
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for lossy ground return self- and mutual impedance were
used [3]:

j0  2(hi  p ) 
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ri
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Z G ij
where
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p is

p   j0 

(9)
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2
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the complex return ground depth
1

2

.

In accordance to the accepted lines indexation Y i 0
(i  1..6) is an admittance p.u.l. between i -line and the
ground, and Y ij (i, j  1..6) is an admittance p.u.l. between i and j lines. Assuming that the impedance between rails and contact wires is negligible, corresponding elements of admittance matrix were equated to zero. The diagonal element of admittance matrix that corresponds to
rails conductivity Y ii (i  1, 2, 4,5) is equal to the
sum of “rail line-ground” admittance and “rail-rail” admittances:

Y 11 Y 10  Y 12

(11)

Y22  Y20  Y21

(12)

Y 44  Y

40

Y

45

Y55  Y50  Y54

(13)

(14)

For a sinusoidal steady state track current harmonics
propagation in a track line the voltages and currents phasors are expressed by well known equations

 
V ( x)   Z I ( x)
x

(15)

 
(16)
I ( x)  Y V ( x)
x
where V ( x ) is the vector of complex “line-ground”
voltages, I ( x ) is the vector of complex currents in lines.
For the boundary conditions the values of the substations voltages for two tracks V1 , V2 and the locomotives currents Ik ( xk i ) were taken (where index k corresponds to the track number ( k  1, 2) and xk i - locomotives coordinates): V ( x  0)  V ( x  D1 )  V1
for the first track, V ( x  0)  V ( x  D2 )  V2 for
the second track.
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A computer program has been developed for computer modelling of harmonic distribution along two railway
tracks from several locomotives moving in a feeder zone.
The distances between substations on two tracks D1 and
D2 , the number of locomotives NT 1 and NT 2 , respectively, coordinates locomotives x1i , x2 j were chosen as
parameters for modelling of the system. The “rail-ground”
admittance, ground conductivity, distance between tracks,
harmonics factor of the locomotives track current were taken as varying parameters of the system. The harmonics
I
factor was determined by equation K f  f , where I o
Io
- the value of track current and I f - the value of harmonic with frequency f in the track current.

3. Results
During tests of AC locomotives with asynchronous
traction engines the time dependence of the track current
for different locomotive modes has been measured and
two kinds of such dependences with high 25 Hz harmonic
value are shown in fig. 1. These dependences were transformed by Fourier transformation and the corresponding
spectra obtained for two regimes are presented in fig. 2.
The modelling of the distribution of AC track current
harmonics with frequencies used for railway signalling system was carried out using the developed computer program.
For the testing of new types of rolling stock on EMC
with railway signalling systems the most important results
concerns the extreme cases that include combinations of
the maximum values of interference from locomotives
with influence of other adverse factors. Therefore the maximum values of harmonics were chosen from the entire
obtained track current spectrum and it was assumed that
all locomotives moving in a feeder zone generated such
harmonics simultaneously. This assumption corresponds
to requirements providing modelling for most adverse
factors. Then the interference distribution along a railway
line generated by each locomotive was determined and the
total interference from all locomotives was calculated as
a root-mean-square superposition of each of them. Some
results of modelling are presented in this article. The distributions of track current harmonics with frequency 25
Hz from three locomotives moving between two substations (at x1  15, 25 and 35 km) are shown in fig. 3.
The calculations were carried out for the resistance of ballast insulation equal 1, 10 and 100 Ohm/km.
The
distributions
of
harmonics
current 25 Hz along rail track for three locomotives
in a feeder zone and the resistance of ballast insulation
equal (Ohm/km): 1 (1), 10 (2), 100 (3)
The frequency dependences of harmonics current
25 Hz at x =1 km for one (1-3), two (4,5), three (6,7)
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Fig.2. The track current spectrum for two locomotive
operation modes

locomotives in a feeder zone and the resistance of ballast
insulation equal (Ohm/km): 1 (1,4,6), 10 (2,5,7), 100 (3)
As one can see from fig.3 the harmonics current with
f  25 Hz increased with increasing locomotives number
and the resistance of ballast insulation. For three locomotives in 60 km long zone between supply substations and
the resistance of ballast insulation greater than 10 Ohm/
km the harmonic current with f  25Hz on some sites of
railway was greater than 1 A, though interference values
with f  25Hz in rail tracks from each locomotives were

smaller than 1 A. Similar results were obtained for other
frequencies: 50, 420, 480, 580, 720, 780 Hz (fig. 4). The
maximal value of interference in tracks occurs near the
substation feeder and locomotives.
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4. Conclusion
In the present work a mathematical model describing
the distribution of track current harmonics in two railway
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Fig.1. The time dependence of track current for two
locomotive operation modes
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Fig. 3. The distributions of harmonics current 25 Hz along rail track for
three locomotives in a feeder zone and the resistance of ballast
insulation equal (Ohm/km): 1 (1), 10 (2), 100 (3)
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Fig. 4. The frequency dependences of harmonics current 25 Hz at =1
km for one (1-3), two (4,5), three (6,7) locomotives in a feeder
zone and the resistance of ballast insulation equal (Ohm/km):
1 (1,4,6), 10 (2,5,7), 100 (3)
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tracks generated by several locomotives moving in a feeder
zone has been developed. The equivalent circuit of tracks
was taken as cascade-connected uniform multiconductor
transmission lines (MTL) and two-terminal networks that
represented trains connected to contact wire and rails.
The two railway tracks between non-uniformities were
represented as uniform multiconductor lines with (2 x 3
+ 1) wires above lossy ground and the transmission lines
theory (TLT) was used for their mathematical description.
On the basis of obtained mathematical model a computer program has been developed, that allowed to calculate
electromagnetic interference in railway tracks generated
by several locomotives. For illustration of this program
the modelling of the AC track current harmonics distribution was carried out. For three locomotives in a feeder
zone with the resistance of ballast greater than 10 Ohm/
km harmonics current with f  25 Hz was greater than
1 A on some sites of railway, though the interference in rail
tracks from each locomotive did not exceed 1 A.
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ABSTRACT
Paper addresses the air law and economic policy and the future trends in these fields. Principles and
sources of this branch of law are specified in the context of civil aviation. The situation, where we can
find civil aviation law in cooperation with economic policy is the economic regulation of airports.
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1. Introduction
The Air Law is a very specific system of law and the state or some international organization has the legal power to
control the observance of it. The air transport is international and there are development trends towards consolidation / unification. There is a very strong relation between
the international air law, national air law and EU law.
The classic demarcation between national and international law, and between private and public law, is also applicable in the air law. Private international law, in this context,
means the body of rules pertaining to the relations between private persons involved in the operation and use of aircraft, whereas public international law is the corpus of legal
norms pertaining to the relations involving states and international organizations in respect of those activities.
The Air Law is a body of rules governing the use of airspace and its benefits for aviation, the general public and the nations of the world. The term aviation law is still being used in
several handbooks. In fact it has become obsolete, like its counterpart navigation law. On the other hand, the designation
air transportation law, which has been employed on occasions,
offers the disadvantages of representing only one sector of air
law and thus conveying too narrow interpretation. Currently
the term aeronautical law is also being used, especially in the
Romance languages, where expressions like droit aeronautique
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and diritto aeronautico are commonly employed side by side
with droit aerien and dritto aereo. In the present treatise the
term air law has been adopted, which is a current practice. The
study of air law is relevant for number of reasons [1]:
• Air law is interlinked with other areas of law on several points. It involves many aspects of constitutional law, administrative law, civil law, commercial law and criminal law. Its
international element, however, is always paramount,
• Air law offers a striking example of how existing legal rules
can be swiftly adapted to the impressive technological progress achieved in recent years.

2. The autonomy of air law
The point has been raised on several occasions whether it was altogether necessary to introduce a special
body of rules to govern the airspace. This line of thinking
led, in turn, to the question of whether the air law was to
be regarded as an area of law sui generis, consisting of rules of a typically distinctive nature.

2.1. Sources of Air Law
The following classification may provide some useful
guidance: multilateral conventions, bilateral agreements,
and national law, contracts between states and airline
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companies, contracts between airline companies, general
principles of international law.
Multilateral conventions are the primary source of air
law. In stating this fact it is very important that the air law
has taken on its international character and emerged on
an international plane almost from the very beginning, i.e.
following the first flights between Paris and London. Paris
Convention was concluded in 1919, the year in which that
flight took place. Due to the rapid developments in aviation and with the law-makers attempting to keep pace, the
custom has largely been bypassed as a source of law, the
result being that the air law today consists mainly of written law.

2.2. Sources of Air Law in the Slovak
Republic
In the Slovak Republic (SR) there is legislation giving
powers to the National Slovak Council, the Government,
the Ministry, and the Councils of self-governing regions.
Act No. 143/1998Coll. on the civil aviation and on
amendment and supplement of some other legislation is
the basic Slovak civil aviation legal act. The authorization
for Ministry of Transport, Posts and Telecommunications
of the SR is issued by law and by the national standards.
The background of Act No. 143/1998Coll., on the civil
aviation is in the Chicago Convention. The Slovak Republic is a member state of the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO). The Convention on International
Civil Aviation, also known as the Chicago Convention, established the ICAO in 1944. ICAO standards and other
provisions are developed in the following forms: Standards and Recommended Practices - collectively referred
to as SARPs; Procedures for Air Navigation Services - called PANS; Regional Supplementary Procedures - referred
to as SUPPs; and Guidance Material in several formats.

is in the air law. The EU air transport legislation is composed of rules in several subject areas: economic policy,
air traffic management, safety, security, environmental
matters, social matters, passenger protection, and external relations. The air transport policy was developed by
the European Community (EC) from 1977 until the present. This process is unique since it is the first time that a
group of countries together has developed a comprehensive mandatory air transport policy. It is different from the
ICAO approach in the sense that particular importance
has been attached to the economic aspects of such a policy, and in that the rules are mandatory without the possibility of Member States filing differences: the EU rules are
there to be applied with the force of national and European law as appropriate. Because of its specific nature, both
from a public and commercial point of view, it must be
underlined that safety has to be a vital element of any air
transport policy.
Most EU law-making is carried out within the community pillar. Central types of legal instrument in the
Community law comprise: regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations and opinions. Regulations shall
have general application. They shall be binding in their entirety and directly applicable in all Member States, they are
mostly centralizing all the Community instruments and
are used wherever there is a need for uniformity. From
the date of resolution they are automatically incorporated
into domestic legal order of each member state and require no further transposition. Directives are binding as to
the result to be achieved. They leave the choice as to forms
and methods used to implement them to the discretion
of Member States. Usually 18 or 24 months after publication - by which time Member States must transpose their obligations into the national law. Decisions shall be binding in their entirety upon those to whom they are addressed. Recommendations and opinions shall have no binding force [2].

2.3. Sources of air law in EU
The European Union – the name of this organization
was not chosen randomly from the handbook. It was chosen on the basis of the mission of the organization, namely the realization of two particular ideals, those of Europe and Union, which each carry a legacy of rich, complex
and contradictory associations. Europe may be the territory which stretches from the Atlantic in the West to the
Urals in the East, and Europeans, the people of the territory. The development of European ideals and the government of the problems of contemporary Europe are implemented almost exclusively through the EU law. After the
accession to the convention of EU, the EU law for our country is very important and we have to implement EU legislation in our national legislation and the same situation
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3. Economic policy in Europe
Some famous critics declare: “Policies change law, but
law does not change policies.” In the civil aviation it is a
different situation, because the air law can change economic policy in civil aviation. And what is the relationship
between politics and economics?
Politics and economics are closely linked and often
affect each other. I want to examine the linkage between
political forces, which usually create law and economic
changes. Different legal systems operating in various
member countries of the EU offer another example of economic diversity. The law exists to provide formal guidelines and rules to govern the behaviour of individuals and
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organizations. Failure to comply with the law means that
penalties will be inflicted by the courts depending on the
seriousness of the offence. Although the law changes over
time, it may only do so over a long time-period and may
lag behind important economic changes which are taking
place in a country. In many cases, it is not economic changes which lead the way of changes in the law, but ambiguities in the law itself which are challenged in the courts.
It may be that a long-term harmonization of the EU law
is achievable since countries are already used to making
alterations or introducing laws which reflect changes in
economic attitudes. Economic policy coordination is an
element of economic union. Since policy coordination,
whether on monetary or fiscal policy, involves an element
of political union. This process is now happening in EU,
though the progress towards economic and political union
will ultimately depend on the will of Europe´s leaders and
people. There is a tension within EU policy-making between the tendency to regulate and the encouragement of
national governments and authorities to deregulate. This
is often a concern of business.
The emphasis has now shifted towards deregulation
and privatization as the route to international competitiveness. And that is the place, which is very important for
air transport market and civil aviation. The current aims
of the transport policy are to establish a single market for
all forms of transport, allowing free access to the market in
each member state, and environmentally sustainable. Liberalization of all forms of transport is also in progress. This
has proved the most difficult aspect of transport policy.

3.1. Air Transport Market and Economic
Policy
In the air transport market, three successive deregulation packages agreed between 1987 and 1993 created the
condition for opening up the competition in the European market. In particular, uniform criteria have been introduced for operating licences, full cabotage is now available,
allowing airlines to fly and pick up passengers on any European route, and controls on fares have been removed [3].

3.2. Economic Orientation of Airports
The question is: “Are airports in a better hand with the
state ownership or private ownership?” What does privatisation of airports mean? Why do we need privatisation?
Privatisation is defined as the transfer of more than 50 percent of the ownership of a business from the public sector
to the private sector. Privatization came to be seen as a “quick-fix” method of creating a private sector in economies
where all enterprises had traditionally been in the hands
of the state. Now it is the era of low-cost companies, with
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full private ownership. The full state ownership of airports
is changing to private ownership, which is more effective.
This puts pressure on airports to get more efficient airport
services. Airports have always been recognized as an essential component of the national aviation system, they were
only considered as being a platform providing the necessary
services to airlines operations, without having a specific role
in the air transport market development. As a consequence, commercial activities were not much developed by airports. This explains why airports property was always publicly managed while commercial activities, when needed,
were outsourced to private companies.

4. Privatization of airports
Big changes in the air transport network structure are
coming from airlines bankruptcy and airlines consolidation, too. The onset of low cost companies has influence
on the changes in airport services. All these changes in the
demand for airport services associated to the lack of capacity at some airports showed the importance of the investment issue for airports. Indeed, the traditional airports
management model, fully dependent on state decisions,
revealed not enough response to quick and deep changes
affecting the air transport market.
Aware of this lack of efficiency, most of European governments tend now to consider airports as potential profit-making enterprises and tend to change the airport
ownership and management model. Typical of some European countries (such as Spain, Greece, Poland, etc.), airports remain owned and managed by the state. Two main
trends tend to develop in Europe: devolution and privatization of airports. They are completed by evolutions in the
management models.
Devolution consists in a definitive transfer of jurisdiction by the central government to a distinct juridical entity under public law. In this case airport management can
be either done by the owner or outsourced. The airport devolution consists in transferring part or full of the airport
ownership from the states to regions, city council, local
authority and/or chamber of commerce [4].
The objective of such a change in airport status is to give
the airports a larger autonomy (in particular in the financial
planning) by directly involving local and regional authorities
in their strategies of development. This form of devolution is
therefore generally the first step before a privatization. States having chosen such changes in airport status indeed often
aim in a further step (not yet planned) at transferring part or
all of the airport ownership to private companies.
On the other side privatization consists in selling part
or all of the airport ownership and management to a private company. In the case of partial privatization, devolution
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can be combined with privatization. The objective of the
devolution with privatization is to give the airport a commercial orientation [5]. Since they aim at optimizing the
rate of return on their investments, private investors have
stronger incentives for cost control and efficiency, as well
as for seeking new revenue opportunities. A public-private partnership can be considered as being the first step
toward privatization.

4.1. Types of Privatization
The privatization of airports can be partial or full. In
the case of partial privatization, the national state still
owns a share of the airport while in the case of full privatization the airport fully belongs to private investors.
The full privatization of an airport leaves a total freedom to the airport owner and manager to choose the way
to maximise the airport profit. In the case of full privatization operations relative to the infrastructure as well as
to the management are made by a private company that
aims at earning revenues to cover the infrastructure investments and earn a fair return on investments.
The next trends in the airport evolution are new characteristics of multi–airport management. Indeed the management of several airports goes from a management of
all the airports of a country in the case of state ownership
and management to a management of several airports in a
given country or in different countries. If this can be a priori surprising this does not mean that the objectives of profit maximising are not reached. Indeed, owning and managing several airports located in the same metropolitan areas
may be a success key to improve the economic efficiency of
all these airports. In particular, owning the primary as well
as secondary airports of the metropolitan area may be an efficient way to control the competition level between the airports and to develop complementary airports. Hence, the
natural trend of secondary airports to focus on niche markets stressed by De Neufville. They can be more easily and
efficiently controlled so as to be not only profitable for the
secondary but also for the primary airport [6].
In Europe, multi-airport ownership in a metropolitan
area exists in London, Paris or Frankfurt. In United Kingdom, the British company BAA indeed owns and manages
London Heathrow, London Gatwick and London Stansted
airports. In France, ADP owns and manages both Paris
airports: Orly and Charles De Gaulle. In Germany, Fraport owns and manages Frankfurt main airport and owns
65% of Frankfurt Hahn airport.
An additional trend is the investment in the ownership of several airports located in different geographical
areas in the same country. For instance in Germany, Fraport owns 30% of Hannover airport and 51% of Saarbrücken airport.
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The last trend in Europe are the investments in the
ownership of foreign airports. For instance the UK Company BAA owns 75% of Budapest airport.

5. Economic regulation
of airports, yes or no?
All these factors have substantial influence on economics of the airport. The relevant moment is to find the
balance between the airport capacity and expenses on it.
The fundamental cost items are staff costs, maintenance expenses, depreciation, amortization and impairment
(operating expenses). There has to be a balance and suitability between the expenses and revenues. The basic idea
of business is the effort of achieving a profit. The fundamental revenue items are airport taxes, parking fee, security fee, handling revenue, landing fee, financial revenue
and other commercial revenues.
The situation on the air transport market is difficult.
In the past it was a regulated market, then the deregulation process on the world’s air transport market started
and now we are thinking about regulation on the liberalized market. Economic regulation of natural monopoly
demand shoots up on the air transport market. The question is, if the airport is the natural monopoly or not? The
Samuelson localized the position of air transport somewhere in the middle between a natural monopoly and perfect competition.
The specialists claim that the airport is geographically
limited natural monopoly. This position is very important.
The regulators secure compliance with rules of maximum
level of aeronautical charges. The legal environment plays
an important role for the airport competitiveness. In particular regulations on the aeronautical charges that are different between countries will impact the airport competitiveness as compared with other airports.
The competition from other airports is at best limited,
if not non-existent. Market powers enable airports to raise their prices, and to extract rents from the customers.
Therefore the rationale for regulating airports has seldom
been questioned. Regulation aims at controlling costs and
prices, and quality of services.

6. Conclusion
The right answer to the question is that the policy can
change the law and law can change the economy. In the
last example, we can see that the answer is really related to
the economic regulation of the airports. In most of the countries, the functions of ownership and regulation are not
separate, and regulation lacks transparency. The European
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Commission proposes to have a single regulatory system
all over the EU, with an independent regulator in each
country. In the year 2009 the Directive of the European
Parliament and of the Council on Airport Charges was
issued – Directive 2009/12/EC, which is a common framework regulating the essential features of airport charges. EU presents the necessity of economic regulation of
airports and airport charges. On the basic of this directive,
the airports have to change their economic policy. That is
the result how law can change the economic policy.
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ABSTRACT
Computer based interlocking ESA 33 is a modern electronic interlocking that meets requirements of SIL
4 safety integrity level in accordance with specification EN 50 129. It consists of 3 levels, commanding,
control and executive. Control level works on principle 2x2oo2. Executive level works on the principle
2oo2. It is possible to connect up to 12 commanding computers to the control level.
KEYWORDS: computer-based interlocking, safety, communication protocol, object controller, decentralization, centralised traﬃc control, diagnostics

1. Introduction
Station interlocking ESA 33 (further ESA 33 only) is a
modern computer based interlocking, that serves for safety operation of railway traffic in stations with track branches or without them. It is the next stage of development
of computer based interlocking produced by AZD Praha s.r.o. and meets SIL 4 safety integrity level in accordance with EN 50 129.
ESA 33 is computer based interlocking at all levels –
commanding, control and executive ones. Coupling outdoor equipment is done electronically, i.e. by means of
electronic modules that have been specially developed for
different outside elements (for example modules for signal, point machine, track circuit and so on), possibly by
relay interface if there is requirement to control non-standard outdoor element in station.
ESA 33 can work with cold or hot standby at commanding level and at control level. A processor unit and power
supply unit at executive level can work with hot standby
feature as well.
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2. Detailed description of
interlocking
ESA 33 consists of following three levels, se also fig. 1:
• Commanding level
• Control level
• Executive level

2.1. Commanding level
This level consists of commanding computers (ZPCs)
that are connected through communication link to the
control level. Commanding workplace is assembled by a
keyboard, mouse, LCD monitors for displaying rail yard,
and so called technological monitor for displaying pages
with operational status of different parts of ESA 33 and
text messages to operating staff.
It is possible to connect up to 12 commanding computers to the control level. All commanding computers
can work in cold standby or hot standby mode as mentioned already.
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DOZ

ZPC1

GTN

ZPC2

LDS

ZPC12

COMMANDING
LEVEL

Control level of ESA 33 consists of a pair of active and
a pair of standby technological computers (TPC), which
are interconnected by local network. The standby pair can
work in cold or hot standby mode.
A concept of safety of the interlocking is based on the
principle of composite safety in case of faults in accordance with EN 50 129. The control level is configured as 2 times 2oo2 with the same hardware and diverse software.
The software is separated to mutually cooperating parts.
One part is so called general software that includes program code for communicating processes and partially
program code of some traffic safety algorithms, which don’t differ from application to application on the lines operated by one railway administration, for example algorithm of switching of a point.
Second part is called an application software that includes information about shape of the rail yard of factual
railway station, dependencies defined by an interlocking
table and so on.
Communication network of control level is divided to
three physically separated networks: T-LAN, Z-LAN and
PENET.
Z-LAN network works on the principle of ETHERNET IEE 802.3 with ETMNET protocol (own communication protocol of AZD). This network connects control
and commanding levels. Physical connection is realized
by fibre optic elements.

Z--LAN

C1

TPC1

TPC2

CONTROL LEVEL

2.2. Control level

T-LAN network works on the principle ETHERNET
IEE 802.3 as well. All four technological computers are interconnected by this network. Pairs of computers TPC1
– TPC2 and TPC3 – TPC4 exchange the data required
for verifying of right function through T-LAN. Moreover
TPC1 – TPC3 and TPC2 – TPC4 exchange data required
for mutual changeover between states “active” and “standby” in case both pairs work in hot standby mode.
PENET network works on principle RS485 with communicating protocol PENET+ with transfer rate 115,2 kBd.
PENET+ is again the own communication protocol of AZD.
PENET network connects control and executive level.
PENET network is “two branches” network, i.e. the
first branch, called master, connects executive level with
TPC1 and TPC3, the second branch, called slave, connects
executive level with TPC2 and TPC4.
Hardware comparators, marked as C1 to C4 at the fig.
1, are used to switch of a faulty pair of technological computers. If technological computer works all right it transmits to its own comparator six signals. The next condition
for transmitting these six signals to the comparator is the
correct functioning of the second technological computer
in the pair. The comparator compares the received signals
in the preset shape. If there is a discrepancy between the received and the preset signals, power supply to the particular TPC is switched off. Because switched off TPC cannot
communicate with the second TPC in a pair, it stops transmitting signals to its own comparator and consequently power supply to the second TPC in the pair is switched off too.

C2

T--LAN

C3

TPC3

TPC4

C4

PENET Master
PENET Slave

EIP 1

EIP 2

EIP 40

EXECUTIVE LEVEL

Each commanding computer can be configured to
have functional or geographical restrictions or combined
(functional and geographical) restrictions.
Apart from the 12 commanding computers, from
which the interlocking can be controlled, it is possible to
connect theoretically unlimited numbers of computers,
that don’t allow operation. Such computers are used for
displaying controlled yard on a large screen display.
Technological monitor is used for displaying of a list
of non-fulfilled conditions in case of processing risk functions. The risk functions are those that function that involve cooperation with operational staff, for example setting calling on signal aspect, switching a point machine
to opposite position when the track section is occupied
and so on. Displaying the list of non-fulfilled conditions
is vital. After reading the list of non-fulfilled conditions by
the operational worker, he has to confirm or reject the list.
Required action is processed in control level after confirming the list of non-fulfilled conditions by special confirmation sequence.
It follows, from above, that ESA 33 has vital commanding
procedures in case of risk functions - it is guaranteed that
ESA 33 will not generate and confirm risk function by itself.

Relay Interface

Outdoor equipment

Fig.1. Block diagram of interlocking ESA 33
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2.3. Executive level
Executive level comprises of EIP object controllers. A
block diagram of EIP object controller is presented in fig. 2.
From the point of view of architecture the EIP object
controller is designed as “two levels” object controller:
• level of Element Controller – EC
• level of Interface Controller - IC
2.3.1. EC unit
EC are processor units that arrange vital communication between control level on the one side and units
IC on the second side. It works as multiplexer and demultiplexer and modifies transmitted data on base of
the state of IC units. The EC units collect diagnostic
data for local and remote diagnostics. It is possible to
use one EC card in one EIP object controller; in this
case the EC unit has no standby, or two cards EC. In
case when two EC cards are used in the EIP object controller, they work in hot standby mode. Each EC unit
works in 2oo2 mode.
EC unit communicates with IC units by communication protocol EINET. This communication protocol is
used on interface RS485 similarly as protocol PENET+.
2.3.2. PSU unit
This is power supply unit. If two PSU pieces are used,
they work in hot standby mode. Input and output voltage
is isolated from each other.
2.3.3. IC units
IC units are designed as the units with inherent safety.
They are intended for straight control of elements. Because of concept of safety 2oo2, they are designed for working in such system. Both branches are placed on the one
PENET+
M S

Diagnostic

EC

EC

EINET

IC
(SLI)

IC
(TCI)

IC
(PMI)

IC
(SII)

IC
(SOI)

Signals

Track
circuits

Point
machines

Vital inputs

Non vital
and vital
outputs

PSU

PSU

module. All types of IC units include microprocessor unit
with input and output circuits. I/O circuit differs in type
of controlled element.

2.4. Type of IC units
2.4.1. SLI unit
SLI unit provides contactless control and detection
of lighting of signals. The unit can control 8 signal lights
at the most (the number of controlled lights is subject to
configuration), 4 lights out of these 8 can be prohibitive lights. Independent replaceable switching modules are used
for switching on/off the lights. The outputs are adjusted to
control loads 20W, 50W and 80W.
2.4.2. PMI unit
PMI unit provides contactless control and detection
of position of point machines. It is possible to control 2
point machines by the one PMI unit, whereas each point
machine is powered independently. Each output can control two physically coupled points, i.e. points with consecutive switching on of electric drive. If needed, relays detecting position of the point machine can be connected to
the unit too.
2.4.3. TCI unit
This unit reads contacts of track receivers and transmits additional code of continuous automatic train protection system to a track circuit. The unit can control 8 coded spots at the most, i.e. for example 4 track sections without branches. The coding is carried out by external (independent) high power switches.
2.4.4. SII unit
There are two types of SII unit in this type – SII-1 and
SII-2
Unit SII-1 provides contactless reading of inputs. Power level of inputs shall be 24V DC. One unit has 32 inputs at the most. Activation of the input (reading LOG
1) is carried out by connecting +24V to the input against
common negative potential.
Unit SII-2 provides contactless reading of inputs too.
There are 24 inputs at the SII-2 unit. 16 inputs are single
pole ones, i.e. activation of input is the same as on SII-1
unit. 8 inputs are double pole ones. Activation of the double pole input is carried out by connecting 24V DC voltage to particular inputs with the right polarity.

Fig. 2 Block diagram of EIP object controller
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Fig.3. Example of structure of ESA 33 with decentralized EIP object
controllers

2.4.5. SOI unit
This unit is designed for contactless controlling of interlocking elements. The unit has 8 vital outputs and 8 non-vital
outputs. In both cases the voltage level of outputs is 24V DC.
Active non-vital output is 24V DC positive potential
on the output terminal against common negative.
Active vital output is 24V DC potential between two
particular outputs. Voltages of vital outputs are isolated
from each other as well as from all other voltages.

3. ESA 33 with decentralized
EIP object controllers
The control level has relatively huge computing capacity. In this time, one control level, i.e. four TPCs, can control station with 1200 logical elements that is railway station with approximately 300 physical interlocked points.
Because there is not many such “big” stations around the
world, the possibility to control by one control level with
decentralized (remote) EIP object controllers more stations (especially neighbouring stations) is suggested. It allows reducing amount of hardware; it means that acquisition cost of such solution is lower. Example of structure of ESA 33 with decentralized EIP object controllers is
at fig. 3.
Physical connection of decentralized groups of EIP
object controllers is realized by fibre optic cable and optic
modems. In this case it is possible to move each group of
EIP object controllers away up to 40 km from previous
one.
It is not necessary to have commanding level located at
the station where the control level is installed. Commanding level can be installed even in more than one station.
In these cases the commanding level is connected to the
control level similarly as groups of decentralized EIP object controllers.

It is possible to connect ESA 33 interlocking to the system of remote control. Remote control of DOZ-1 type is
an integral part of ESA 33. Theoretically, it is possible to
connect unlimited number of stations. Practically it depends on the ability of the dispatcher, how many stations
and what density of traffic with he can control.
Up to date there are apart from several section control (typically dispatcher controls 3 or 4 neighbouring stations) two central traffic control (CTC) centres installed in
the Czech Republic. The CTCs covers approximately 100
km and 80 km of line with 15 and 8 controlled stations.
Workplace of the CTC is fully equipped commanding
place. It is possible to set all functions including risk functions (e.g. setting a calling on signal aspect) from the CTC
workplace. It is possible to define functional or geographical restrictions for each CTC workplace similarly as for regular commanding place used for controlling one station.
It is allowed to hand over control from CTC to local control as well as take over controlling the station from local
control to the remote control by the CTC workplace.

3.2. Graphical and technological layer
(GTN)
Graphical and technological layer (GTN) can be connected to the ESA 33. GTN is a telematic layer of the interlocking equipment. This layer from AZD production allow in connection with ESA 33 following functions.
• automatic recording of traffic documentation
• graphic displaying of a train traffic diagram
• building of prospective plan of traffic
• transmissions of information from/to other sources
(for example systems for train position monitoring)

Fig.4. The train traffic diagram
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• building of statistics of traffic
• recording of operation of operational staff and interlocking activity
Data including train numbers, that are necessary for
function of such telematics application, is get from the
Z-LAN of the control level. Example of graphic displaying
of the train diagram is at the fig. 4.

3.3. Diagnostics
Interlocking system ESA 33 includes its own internal
status diagnostic. Data archives are stored to the RAM
disk, which are part of each technological and commanding computer. EIP object controller has diagnostics archive too. All archives can be stored to the portable media
and browsed on the other computer with installed special
program later on. However, it is possible to connect diagnostic server, marked as LDS at the fig. 1. This server is
connected to the control and executive level and server
program saves all archive data to the server hard disk
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automatically. Moreover, it is possible to connect modules
for measuring analogue values, such as voltage, insulating
resistance, throwing current, temperature and so on. These data are stored as well.
Access to the data stored in diagnostic server is possible through the computer with installed client program
and connected to an access point of the diagnostic network.

4. Conclusion
ESA 33 is a modern, fully electronic world-class interlocking with safety integrity level SIL 4 in accordance with
European specification EN 50 129. Its modular structure
allows variable design for different application to meet various requirements of a customer.
Up to date there are 25 stations equipped with ESA 33
in the Czech Republic (e.g. Prague main station) and 1 in
the Slovak Republic. Next 8 applications are going to be
installed in Lithuania.
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